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REKARXS OF SENATOR l'o~IKE MAXSF:i:E:.::> (D . , M01'TAXA) 
BEFORE ':'nE 
MORTGAGE BAKiffiRS ASSOCIATIOK OF A!4ERICA 
ST . .l.TLER HILTON HOTE~ 
WASHINGTON j D. C. 
TtJESDAY, JANUARY 21, 1975j 8:00 P. M. 
It is not without so~e ret:cence that I choose to 
address you on the subject of Congressional leadership . As 
someone has recently pointed outJ the trouble with being a 
political leader these days is that you cannot be sure whether 
people are following you or chasing you . v~ether ~t is called 
a Umessagell or a 11 s ignal, II some sort of shock has definitely 
been sent by the people to Hashington . At a minimum, it causes 
a painful ringing in the ears . It can, in more serious ca.ses J 
portend sudden political death . It is even rumored to be the 
only known cure for Potomac fever . 
However that may be , it is obvious that the public 
impression of the Federal government, at this time, is not a 
, 
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happy one . An August 1974 public opinion poll shows the Congress 
at its highest point in history--48 percent--compared to 21 percent 
in December 1974 . The Presidency has also had its ups and downs, 
as we all know . What our respective standings are now is open 
to question . 
Leaving aside for the moment the question of whether 
such feeling 1s warranted, the fact remains that what is being 
expressed is, in part, a deep sense of public dissatisfaction 
and concern with the ?ederal gover~~ent . Our people are caugh~ 
between the jaws of inflation and recession . The effects of 
this painful pressure were in'tensifiec! by the Indo-China Har, 
the oil crisis and a gr owing a, ... areness of an inequitable tax 
structure . To cap the situation are the shocking blows against 
the nation's political institutions which have been delivered 
by the tragedies of i-latergate and related matters . 
~~atever the sense of frustration, I hasten to add 
that I do not think that the nation is at the end of the road . 
To the bumper sticker which commands : uAmerica: Love it or 
, 
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leave it , II the response is simple : \,lhatever the current irritants, 
who is 'leaving and who doesn't love it? 
You can understand the reasons for that sentiment . 
Your industry at its best is a symbol of this country . It is 
energy and growth . It is fresh ideas, competition , progress , 
service, a faith in the future of the people of the nation . 
Qualities such as these go with the United States . They have 
enabled us to withstand the gravest adversity in the past . They 
provide the binders which hold the nation together, even at a 
time of government disarray . 
Out of these qualities will come the source of to~orrowls 
renewal of the nationls spirit . It is in this context-- in the 
context of renewal-- that I would like to discuss the Congress 
of the United States , its role and the leadership it is trying 
to contribute to the nation in this time of trial . 
Fourteen years ago , I \",as elected the Majority Leader 
of the United States Senate . The mandate has been renewed by 
my colleagues at regular two year intervals . Many have taken 
, 
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issue with the nature o~ that leadership over the years. It is 
a political fact~of life that some individuals--Republicans, 
that is--would have preferred me to be the leader of a minority . 
Notwithstanding my party role in the Senate, I can 
assure you that there exists a close working relationship with 
the leader ship of the other party . To be sure , Senator Hugh 
Scott of Pennsylvania and I have our differences . Most of all, 
however, we share our problems in co~on . A Senate in continual 
partisan conflict is an ineffectual Senate . The Senates of the 
past few years have had their faults but measured by any respon-
sible yardstick , they have been effective . They have been active, 
innovative, careful, cooperative , and they have been made up of 
Americans with a sense of decency, integrity, and fair play. 
For the past two years, in particular, the Legislative 
Branch has been the principal rock of the Republic and the guardian 
of Representative government. On the fundamental Constitutional 
questions , party labels have faded almost completely. On the 
many other issues , whether the energy~crisis , taxes, appropriations 
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or \~hatever , there are differences between the parties and even 
within the parties in the Congress . There are also differences 
between the branches and the Congress . It can be no other \~ay . 
We are a government of separate branches; our politics remain 
lodged in two major parties . The juxtaJosition of views from 
these various centers of political pO\'ler are healthy and they 
are essential under our system of government . 
I would note in this connection that the Democratic 
Majority in the Congress accepted without question, at that time, 
the vast electoral mandate given a Republican President in 1972 . 
'He were not , however , overa"leo by it then or our increased 
majority this year . He concluded that the retention of the 
Democratic Majority in the Congress also carried a message . 
We read it as a separate mandate from the voters for the 
assertion of the independent functions of the Legislative 
Branch . Therefore, we acted to reinforce the Nation's system 
of cheCKS and balances against what seemend to us to be an 
excessive accumulation of power in the Executive Branch and , 
, 
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may I say , that in this process we had a great deal of help 
from the Republicans in Congress . 
The a ccumulation of Executive power did not begin in 
the present administration . It has been going on, administra-
tion after administr ation , for decades and much of it had become 
lodged , as a pr actical matter , in the permanent bureaucracy . 
Nevertheless , there wer e , at the outset of the last Congress , 
many evidences of a decided shift tot-lard one- branch goverrunent 
which most members of the Congress of both parties found deeply 
disturbing in a Constitutional sense . 
In my judgment , the erosion of the system of checks 
and balances has been halted . It has not been easy . A President 
can make decisions as one person and , in a moment , if he chooses 
to do so. In Congress , a majority of the 100 Senators and of 
the 435 House Member s not only have to agree on a goal but on 
what course to take to reach it . Then, if a Presidential veto 
stands in the way of that source , we have to begin again and 
reshape a new one which will gain the adherence of two- thir ds 
of the Membe r s . 
I 
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If the country is not in the best of shape today , ",e 
might well ponder what the situation might have been if there 
had not been an independent Congress of dedicated r.fembers--
Republicans and Democrats . The ~act is that there has been a 
more constructive Congressional input into National Leadership 
in the past two years than at any other time in many years . 
Hhile it may be too early for this change to be felt or even 
to be \·/idely perceived , it is, nevertheless, a change of great 
significance . 
I would like to state in my remarks today that even 
as we give our attention increasingly to domestic problems, we 
cannot turn away from the international underpinning of these 
problems . The interrelationship of foreign and domestic 
developments, of course , has long been recognized . I would 
go further , however , and suggest that our involvement in what 
goes on outside the United States is greater than is commonly 
realized . "-'hat has happened abroad and ho\~ we have responded, 
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in my judgment , has done much to delineate the situation which 
now confr onts us at home . 
I do not pr opose to try to ans\\'er the question of 
'ilhether this is as it should be . rlhat I should like to do in 
these brief remarks is to examine some recent examples of ways 
in which cer tain foreign policies have affected our life here 
in the United States . 
There 1s, first of all, to repeat, the tremendous 
impact of two decades of U. S . activity 1n Southeast Asia which 
culminated 1n one of the most tragic "lars 1n modern history . 
The circunlstances and the attitudes which led us into the deep 
involvement in that remote part of the world have already receded 
into the past . 'dhat ought to remain fresh in our minds , lest we 
forget , is the price we have paid and will continue to pay for that 
involvement . 
In much the same fashion, a general line of foreign 
policy which has consisted of pr oviding military equip~ent and 
, 
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supplies to just about any nation willing to take it has also 
distorted the domestic situation of the nation . In fiscal year 
1974 , even after Congressionally imposed retrenchment had been 
legislated , we still manage to sell, give, or otherwise make 
available equipment and supplies to seventy- eight countries . 
Last year , $5 . 4 billion of military equipment was sold abroad--
most of it through the Department of Defense . An additional 
$4 billion worth \~as given to nations without the capacity to 
pay for it . 
That this great outflow of devastation has had a 
profound effect on some recipient nations is obvious , even a 
few artillery pieces can sometimes make a differnece in the 
precipitation of coups and in the outcome of power struggles in 
new or W1stable nations , 'Hhat is not 'nearly so obvious , however, 
is that an export of $10 billion worht of military equipment 
is also not without deep effect on this nationrs inner affairs , 
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In the first place , a massive outpouring of military equipment, 
year in and year out , feeds domestic inflation . It draws down 
stockpiles of strategic materials . It depletes supplies of 
~inite raw materials . It diverts large amounts of inventive 
genius and engineering skill to the production of military 
equipment which lives a short and not very useful life and then 
goes into obsolescence . It directs a rlOt." of Federal resources 
from areas of urgent dooestic need into a vast and largely 
use1.ess overseas drain . 
As I contemplate that while we are turning out ever 
more refined military equipment , other nations are doing better 
at producing electronic equip~ent, pollut~on-free automobiles , 
and are buying U, S . resources for manufacture and re- sale to the 
United States . 
Another aspect of our foreign relations, which, inter-
related ""ith our domestic situation is the maintaining of large 
U.S. military garrisons in bases abroad , This practice has been 
. , 
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going on ever since Horld ~<Tar II. Its effect is not unlike the 
give- away of billions of dollars of l':l11itary equipment and 
supplies . Even now, we have over 300 major overseas military 
bases and more than a thousand minor bases . There are over 
3000,000 American servicemen, plus dependents, in Western 
Europe . Another 38 , 000 are stationed in South Korea; U. S . 
outposts in Southeast Asia contain still another 28 , 000 . 
The financial drain of these deplo~ents is readily 
apparent . ifuat is only beginning to become clear, hmlever, is 
that we can no longer afford to use federal funds and exchange 
resources for extravagances of this kind . There has been a 
severe shrinkage in the large margin for el:'ror which thi..s 
nation possessed a quarter of a century ago . Years of attrition 
have weakened the value of the dollar abroad . Years of deficits 
are doing the same thing at home . 
The U. S. Military presence overseas has been too much 
for too long, at too great a cost. 
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Overseas deployments and military exports constitute 
only a part of the sum of the current military enterprises of 
federal government . Total expenditures for the Defense Department 
have become so astronomical that they are now a key element in 
the general economic condition of the nation . This yearts 
military budget request of $85 . 8 billion is the largest in our 
h'story, surpassing even the $81 . 6 billion we spent in 1945, 
the l.<ist year of Horld Har II . At the he; ght ')f the Indochinese 
... ar , the military budget \-I8S $20 bill':'on less than the amount 
requested for this fiscal year . It is reported that the amount 
for fiscal 176 will be even higher tha~ this yearts . 
An area of foreign policy ":hich \,,'il1 have a continuing 
impact on our domestic situation 1.s the nature of our relations 
'>',i th nat ions controlling significant sources of energy and 
:ndustrial raw materials . We have come to a shocking realiza -
tion of the precariousness of our situation in this connection . 
I do not profess to know whether any U. S . policy towards the 
, , 
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states of the Middle East might have avoided the Arab cut- off 
of oil ex~orts . I do know that we have done little until recently 
to pursue a policy ,~hich might lead to an acceptable stabil:!.ty 
in that region . 
Hithout reflecting on the men and \,iomen wh:> h.!3:ve 
struggled with the problems of the reg.Lon for many years , the 
fact is that the Middle East has scarcely been a pre - occupation 
of our principal policy makers except when the blood of 'tIar 
:,egins to flo\~ . 
ide must also face the fact that a decent future for 
the people of the United States cannot be ~ound by shutting a 
non- existent door . vle need the rest of the world even as it 
needs us . In short, the challenge is to look outward \~ith new 
gerceptions , even as we turn im-Iard to build anew at home . 
Hhile there is reason for optimism in regard to a 
renewal in foreign affairs, it will be of little avail unless 
there is also a restoration of confidence in government and in 
the nation's political institutions at home . It is not jus~ a 
. , 
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question of watergate or forgetting it or pretending that it 
never happened . It is the whole cloth of govern~ent which has 
become tattered with doubt , distrust, and dissatisfaction . It 
"lOuld, indeed, be convenient were it possible to exorcise i n a 
moment all the inertia , neglects, and abuses that have gone into 
creating this climate . That cannot be . "'hat can be done is to 
use the chief instruments of gover~T.ent -- the Courts, the Congress 
and the Executive Branch- - to diss?:ve these abuses before they 
ever again become fatal to liberty . Tha is a fundamental re-
sponsibility of public leadershi~ -- ~n the Congress , no less 
than in the Presidency . 
Before all else, the people have a right to an 
electoral system free of doubts and capable of yielding honest , 
responsible and responsive government open to all and shaped 
to meet the needs of all . It is incumbent on us to foreclose 
an excessive int rusion of great wealth, .... hether corporate, lab?r, 
personal or Whatever, into ~he electoral process . That is a 
. , 
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solemn and urgent obligation and, in my judgment , it will not 
be met except as we are prepared, tn the end, to pay for the 
public business of elections largely with public funds . We are 
moving in tha~ direction. 
It is up to the Congress, too , to do somethlng about 
other government abuses . Q,ulte apart from ~latergate, for exar.lple, 
there have been invasions into the ;nost int.imate .... tOrK~ngs 0: 
our lives , into the privacy of all ~~er~car.s, by ill - coordinated, 
bureaucratic activity . There have been mislnterpretatlon5 and 
maladministrations of laws, ~o~eti«.es to the extent that they 
bear little or no resemblance to what Congress intended in the 
enactment . Representative govcrn:nent have yet to deal effect(vely 
"lith the problem of how to keep bureaucracies responsive to the 
public need, especially ".,'hen they grow large, inert, cumbersome, 
and as in our ti~es, more a~d more, automated and icpersonal . 
In my judgment , Congress spends nough time .... 'riting laws-- in 
'. some i nstances , too much . It may be that it is time , no ... ', for 
. I 
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Congress to devote itself more to looking to the manner of 
execution of these laws . 
vlhat Watergate, election abuses and, often, a distant 
bureaucracy have done to public confidence with regard to the 
Federal government, the energy crisis has done in the realm of 
the nation's economy . 
The immediate res90nsibility is to make certain that 
oil shortages do not devastate the econony again and that the 
price of past neglect is borne equitably by all Americans. He 
should fit our needs to our resources and we can if we will. 
Beyond the immediate, vlhat we must have is a founda -
tion of facts on which to build a national policy on energy . 
We have to know far more than we know no'~ if \~e are to meet 
vJhat otherwise promises to be a recurrent threat to the nation I s 
well- being. It is a threat of '.ddespread business shutdowns, of 
transportation paralysis and of a permanent inflation which can 
only culminate in recession, unemp!oyment and appalling human 
, 
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hardship . That , the people of this nation will not tolerate . 
That , the Congress of the United states no less than the 
Executive Branch must do all in its po\'!er to prevent . The need 
will not change even if the OPEC nations turn the valves wide -
open . I hope that the ball of blame, therefore, ,,'ill not be 
passed between the two branches for failure to meet the problem; 
I hope that \·Ie will be able to work together to resolve it . I 
am sure that with President Ford that will be the case . 
The energy crisis has shocked this nation . In so 
doing, it has also shO\m us in a sudden flash the precarious 
manner in which our entire national econo~ic life has come to 
be organized . It is all well and good to be co~cerned at this 
time with the shortage of petroleurr. . But what of bauxite , nickel, 
tin, iron and copper and many other materials? Hhat of \~ood 
and concrete? Hhere will the supplies of these and other 
essentials come from in the years ahead? Indeed, Vinat of food, 
with the kind of disjointed policies in which exports of wheat in 
.' 
. I 
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1972 are stimulated one year only to compel high-priced imports 
the next? 
To say that we have been extravagent ' .... ith our resources 
is to put it mildly . In the earliest years of this nation, the 
first President, George Washington, spoke of raising l1a standard 
to which the wisest and honest can repair . " Do we meet such a 
standard when one day we are obsessed with the threats to our 
environment and the next, in our concern over the drying up of 
petroleum supplies , we all but forget that pure air and water 
are also eXhaustible resources? To ffieet the Washingtonian 
standard--that is, the Presidentrs, not the city's --will take 
courage, courage to change , courage to innovate , courage to 
learn , and courage to renel,ol . 
It is my hope that the concern of the President and 
the Congress will not stop with just the energy crisis . The 
need is to learn from a bad dream before it becomes a nightma~e 
again . The need is to begin, now, to take a careful look at not 
. , 
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only the flashing of isolated \·,arning lights but at the "Ihole 
integrated switchboard of our national economic existence . 
It is not enough, for example, for the Federal govern-
ment to dole out tens of millions of dollars in a rescue operation 
to keep bankrupt Penn Central Railroad on the tracks . We need 
to know where an action of this kind fits into a national rail 
policy ; where that policy , in turn, fits into the overall 
transportation requirements and the availability of fuels .and 
other essentials in meeting them, not only today, but for the 
next decade or more . In short, we need to think ahead and to 
think in an integrated fashion . He need to begin to make the 
hard choices bet\~een vlhat is more lmportant to the nation and 
vlhat is less , between vlhat is enduring and what is transitory . 
That is the full scale by \~hich government intervention in the 
na tion I s economy , if and when it must take place, should be 
measured . Unless we begin soon to develop that scale, the 
right hand of government \~ill tend more and more to undo ",hat 
the left hand has done . 
. I 
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Let me close by saying that there is a great deal that 
is right in this nation . He are a generous country 'lJith a strong , 
decent , industrious, and compassionate people . There is ample 
intelligence and inventiveness and an immense experience and 
vitality in our midst . If , wQrking together , today , we will 
put these attr ibutes to use for the benefit of all , there need 
be no fear for the nationts tomorrow . 
This nation will withstand the adversity of the present . 
This nation ",1111 find, again, in the months and years ahead , 
the essential political leadership in the Prestdency and in 
the Congress . We will renew . He will endure . There is no 
other choice . 
.' 
, 
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DO I\OT RD10VI·: 
REMARKS OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D., MONTANA) 
FOR THE 
GEORGE AIKEN LECTURES 
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT 
BURLINGTON, VERMONT 
SUNDAY, MARCH 2, 1975, 8 ,00 P.M. 
It 1s not without some reticence that I choose to 
address you on the subject of Congressional leadership. As 
someone has recently pointed out, the trouble with being a 
political leader these days is that you cannot be sure whether 
people are following you or chasing you. Whether it 15 called 
a I1message" or a "Signal", some sort of shock has definitely 
been sent by the people to Washington . At a minimum, it causes 
a painful ringing in the ears. It can, in more serious cases, 
portend sudden political death. It is even rumored to be the 
only known cure for Potomac fever . 
However, that may be, it is obvious that the public 
impression of the Federal government, at this time, is not a 
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happy one. An August 1974 public opinion poll shows the Congress 
at its highest point in history--48 percent--compared to 21 percent 
in December 1974. The Presidency has also had its ups and downs, 
as we all know . What our respective standings are now is open 
to question, but I fear they are very low indeed . 
Leaving aside for the moment the question of whether 
such~feeling is warranted, the fact remains that what is being 
expressed is, in part, a deep sense of public dissatisfaction 
and concern with the Feder~l government. Our people are caught 
between the jaws of inflation and recession. The effects of 
this painful pressure were intensified by the Indo-China war, 
the oil crisis and a growing awareness of an inequitable tax 
structure. To cap the situation are the shocking blows against 
the nation's political institutions which have been delivered 
by the tragedi~s of Watergate and related matters. 
Whatever the sense of frustration, I hasten to add 
that I do not think that the nation is at the end of the road. 
To the bumper sticker which commands, "America: Love it or 
, 
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leave it," the response is simple: ",'hatever the current irritants, 
who 1s leaving and who doesn't love it? 
You understand the reasons for that sentiment. 
Your University at its best is a symbol of this country . It 1s 
energy and growth. It 1s fresh ideas, competition, progress, 
service,· a faith 1n the fuare of the people of the nation. 
Qualities such as these go with the United States. They have 
enabled us to withstand the gravest adversity in the past . They 
provide the binders which hold the nation together, even at a time 
of government disarray. 
Out of these qualities will come the source of tomorrow1s 
renewal of the nation's spirit . It is in this context--in the 
context of renewal- - that I would like to discuss the Congress 
of the United States, its role and the leadership it is trying 
to contribute to the nation in this time of trial . 
Fourteen years ago, I was elected the Majority Leader 
of the United States Senate. The mandate has been renewed by 
my colleagues at regular two year intervals. Many have taken , 
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issue w~th the nature of that leadership over the years. It is 
a political fact of life that some individuals--Republicans, 
that is--would have preferred me to be the leader of a minority. 
Notwithstanding my party role in the Senate, I can 
assure you that there exists a xlose working relationship with 
the lea.dership of the other party. To be sure, Senator Hugh 
Scott of Pennsylvania, the Minority Leader, and I have our 
differences. Most of all, however, we share common problems. 
A Senate in continual partisan conflict is an ineffectual Senate. 
The Senates of the past few years have had their faults but 
measured by any responsible yardstick, they have been effective. 
They have been active, innovative, careful, cooperative and they 
have been made up of Americans with a sense of decency, integrity, 
and fair play . 
For the past several years, in particular, the Legislative 
Branch has been the principle rock of the Republic and the guardian 
of Representative government. On the fUndamental Constitutional 
questions, party labels have faded almost completely. On the 
many other issues, whether the energy cris1s, taxes, appropriat1ons 
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or whatever, there are differences between the parties and even 
within the parties in the Congress . There are also differences 
between the branches and the Congress. It can be no other way. 
We are a government of separate branches; our politics remain 
lodged in two major parties . The juxt~osition of views from 
these various centers of political power are healthy and they 
are essential under our systec of government . 
I would note in this connection that the Democratic 
Majority in the Congress accepted without question, at that time, 
the vast electoral mandate given a Republican President in 1972. 
We were not, however,· overawed by it then or our increased 
majority this year. We concluded that the retention of the 
Democratic Majority in the Congress also carried a message . 
We read it as a separate mandate from the voters for the 
assertion of the independent functions of the Legislative 
Branch . Therefore, we acted to reinforce the Nation's system 
of checks and balances against what seemend to us to be an 
excessive accumulation of power in the Executive Branch and , 
, 
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may I say, that in this process we had a great deal of help 
from the Republicans in Congress. 
The accumulation of Executive power did not begin in 
the present administration.! It has been going on, administration 
after administration, under Democrats and Republicans, for decades 
and muc~ of it had become lodged,as a practical matter, in the 
permanent bureaucracy . Nevertheless, there were, at the outset 
of the last Congress, many evidences of a decided shift toward 
one-branch government which most members of the Congress of both 
parties found deeply disturbing in a Constitutional sense . 
In my judgement, the erosion of the system of checks 
and balances haG been halted. It has not been easy. A President 
can make decisions as one person and, in a moment, if he chooses 
to do so. In Congress, a majority of the 100 Senator and of 
the 435 House Members not only have to agree on a goal but on 
what course to take to reach it. Then, if a Presidential veto 
stands in the way of that source, we have to begin again and 
reshape a new one which will gain the adherence of two-thirds 
, 
of the Members . 
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If the country 1s not in the best of shape today, we 
might well ponder what the situation might have been if there 
had not been an independent Congress of dedicated Members- -
Republicans and Democrats . The fact is that there has been a 
mor e constr uctive Congressional input into National Leadership 
i n the past t wo years than at any other time in many years . 
. 
While it may be too early for this change to be felt or even 
to be widely perceived , it is , nevertheless, a change of great 
significance . 
I would like to state in my remarks today that even 
as we give our attention increasingly to domestic problems, we 
cannot t urn away from the international underpinning of these 
problems . The interrelationship of foreign and domestic 
developments , o~ course, has long been recognized . I would 
go f ur ther , however , and suggest that our involvement in what 
goes on outside the United states is greater than is commonly 
realiz ed . What has happened abroad and how we have responded, 
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in my judgement, has done much to delineate the situation which 
now confronts us at home. 
I do not propose to try to answer the question of 
whether this is as it should be. What I should like to do in 
these brief remarks is to examine some recent examples of ways 
in which· certain foreign policies have affected our life here 
in the United States. 
There is, first of all, to repeat, the tremendous 
impact of two decades of U.S. activity in Southeast Asia which 
culminated in one of the most tragic wars in modern history . 
The circumstances and the attitudes which led us into the deep 
involvement in that remote part of the world have already receded 
into the past--or have they? What ought to remain fresh in our 
minds, lest we forget, is the price we have paid and will continue 
to pay for that involvement. 
In much the same fashion, a general line of foreign 
policy which has consisted of providing military eqUipment and 
• 
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supplies to just about any nation willing to take it has also 
distor ted the domestic situation of the nation . In fiscal year 
1974, even after Congressionally imposed retrenchment had been 
legislated , we still manage to sell, give, or otherwise make 
available equipment and supplies to seventy- eight countries . 
That this great outflow of devastation has had a 
profound effect on some recipient nations is obvious, even a 
few artillery pieces can sometimes make a difference in the 
precipitation of coups and in the outcome of power struggles in 
new or unstable nations. ~~at is not nearly so obvious, how-
ever, is that an export of such an amount ·of military equip-
ment is also not without deep effect on this nation 1 s inner 
affairs . In the first place, a massive outpouring of military 
equipment, year in and year out, feeds domestic inflation . It 
draws down stockpiles of strategiC materials. It depletes 
supplies of finite raw materials . It diverts large amounts 
of inventive genius and engineering skill to the production 
of military equipment which lives a short and not very use-
f ul life and then goes into obsolescence . It directs a flow 
• 
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of Feder al r esources from areas of urgent domestic need into 
a vast and la r gely useless overseas drain. 
As I contemplate that while we are turning out ever 
more refined military equipment, other nations are doing better 
at pr oducing electr onic equipment, pollution- free automobiles, 
and ~re buying U. S. resources for manufacture and re- sale to 
the United States. 
Another aspect of our foreign relations, which, inter-
related with our domestic situation is the maintaining of large 
U. S. military garrisons in bases abroad . Tpis practice has been 
going on eve r since World War II. Its effect is not unlike the 
give- away of billions ot dollars of military equipment and 
supplies . Even now, we have over 300 major bases overseas and 
mor e than a thousand minor ones . There are over 300,000 American 
c 
ser vicemen, plus dependents, in Western Europe: Another 38,000 
are stationed in South Korea; U.S. outposts in Southeast Asia 
contain s t ill another 28,000 . 
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The financial drain of these deployments is readily 
apparent . What is only beginning to become clear, however, is 
that we can no longer afford to use Federal fUnds and exchange 
resources for extravagances of this kind. There has been a 
severe shrinkage in the large margin for error which this 
nation possessed a quarter of a century ago . Years of attrition 
have weakened the value of the dollar abroad . Years of deficits 
are doing the same thing at home . 
The U. S . military presence overseas has been too much 
for too long, at too great a cost. ' 
Overseas deployments and military exports constitute 
only a part of the sum of the current military enterprises of 
federal government . Total expenditures for the Defense Department 
have become so astronomical that they are now a key element in 
the general economic condition of the nation. This fiscal year's 
• 
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military budget request of $85.8 bill,ion 1s the largest in our 
history, surpassing even the $81.6 billion we spent in 1945, 
the last year of World War II . At the height of the Indochinese 
was, themllltary budget was $20 billion less than the amount 
requeste~ for this fiscal year. The amount for fiscal '76 will 
• 
be even higher than this year's, almost $94 billion. 
An area of foreign policy which will have a continuing 
impact on our domestiC situation 1s the nature of our relations 
with nations controlling significant sources of energy and 
industrial raw materials: We have come to a shocking reallza-
tlon of the precarlosness of our situation in this connection. 
I do not profess to know whether any U.S. policy towards the 
• 
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states of the Middle East might have avoided the Arab cut -off 
of ' oil exports . I do know that we have done little until recently 
to pursue a policy which might lead to an acceptable stability 
in that region . 
Without reflecting on the men and women whQ have 
struggled with the problems of the region for many years~ the 
fact 1s that the Middle East has scarcely been a pre- occupation 
of our principal policy makers except when the blood of war 
begins to flow . 
We must also face the fact that a decent future for 
the' people of the United states cannot be found by shutting a 
non- existent door . We need the rest of the world even as it 
needs us . In short, the challenge is to lOOK outward with new 
perceptions , even as we turn inward to build anew at hOme . 
While there is reason for optimism in regard to a 
renewal in foreign affairs, it will be of little avail unless 
there is also a restoration of confidence in government and in 
the nation ' s political institutions at home. It is not just 8 
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question of Watergate or forgetting it or pretending that it 
never happened. I t is the whole cloth of government which has 
become tattered with doubt, distrust, and dissatisfaction. It 
would, indeed, be convenient were it possible to exorcise in a 
moment all the inertia , neglects, and abuses that have gone into 
creating this climate . That cannot be . What can be done is to 
use the chief instruments of government--the Courts, the Congress 
and the Executive Branch-- to dissolve these abuses before they 
ever again become fatal to liberty. That.is a fundamental re~ 
sponsibility of public leadership- -in the Congress, no less 
than in the Presidency. 
Before all else, the people have a right to an 
electoral system free of doubts and capable of yielding honest, 
responsible and responsive government open to all and shaped 
to meet the needs of all . It is incumbent on us to foreclose 
. I an excessive intrusion of great wealth, whether corporate, labor, 
I personal or whatever, into the electoral process . That is a 
I . • 
I 
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solemn and urgent obligation and, in my judgment, it will not 
be met except as we are prepared, in the end, to pay for the 
public business of elections largely with public funds . We are 
moving in that direction . 
It is up to the Congress, too, to do something about 
other government abuses. Quite apart from Watergate, for example, 
there have been invasions into the most intimate workings of 
our lives, into the privacy of all Americans, by ill-coordinated, 
bureaucratic activity . There have been miSinterpretations and 
maladministrations of laws, sometimes to the extent that they 
bear little or no resemblance to what Congress intended in the 
enactment. Representative government have yet to deal effectively 
with the problem of how to keep bureaucracies responsive to the 
public need, especially when they grow large, inert, cumbersome, 
and as in our times, more and more, automated and impersonal . 
In my judgment, Congress spends enough time writing laws-- in 
some instances , too much. It may be that it is time, now, for 
• 
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Congress to devote itself more to looking to the manner of 
execution of these laws. 
What Watergate, election abuses and, often, a distant 
bureaucr acy have done to public confidence w1th regard to the 
Federal government , the energy crisis has done in the realm of 
the nation's economy . 
• 
The immediate respons1bility is to make certain that 
oil shortages do not devastate the economy again and that the 
price of past neglect is borne equitably by all Americans . We 
should fit our needs to our resources and we can if ""e will. 
Beyond the immed1ate, what we must have 1s a founda -
tion of facts on which to build a nat10nal policy on energy . 
We have to know far more than we know now if we are to meet 
what otherwise promises to be a recurrent threat to the nation's 
well- being . It is a threat of widespread business shutdowns, of 
transportation paralysis and of a permanent inflation which can 
only culminate in recession, unemployment and appalling human 
• 
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hardship. That, the people of this nation will not tolerate. 
That, the Congress of the United States no less than the 
Executive Branch must do all 1n its power to prevent . The need 
will not change even if the OPEC nations turn the valves wlde -
open. I hope that the ball of blame, therefore, will not be 
passed between the two branches for failure to meet the problem; 
I hope that we will be able to work together to resolve it. I 
am sure that with President Ford that will be the case. 
The energy crisis has shocked this nation. In so 
doing, it has also shown us 1n a sudden flash the precarious 
manner 1n which our entire national economic life has come to 
be organized. It 1s all well and good to be concerned at this 
time with the shortage of petroleum . But what of bauxite, nickel, 
tln, iron and copper and many other materials? What of wood 
and concrete? Where will the supplies of these and other 
essentials come from in the years ahead? Indeed, what of food, 
with the kind of disjointed policies in which exports of wheat in 
• 
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1972 are stimulated one year only to compel high- priced imports 
the next? 
To say that we have been extravagent with our resources 
1s to put it mildly . In the earliest years of this nation, the 
first PreSident, George Washington, spoke of raising "a standard 
to which the wisest and honest can repalr . 1t Do we meet such a 
standard when one day we are obsessed with the threats to our ~ 
environment and the next, 1n our concern over the drying up of 
petroleum supplies, we all but forget that pure air and water 
are also exhaustible resources? To meet the Washingtonian 
standard--that is, the President's, not the cltY's--will take 
courage, courage to change, courage to innovate, courage to 
learn, and courage to renew. 
It 1s my hope that the concern of the President and 
the Congress will not stop with just the energy crisis. The 
need is to learn from a bad dream before it becomes a nightma±e 
again . The need is to begin, now, to take a careful look at not 
• 
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only the flashing of isolated warning lights but at the whole 
integrated switchboard of our national economic existence . 
It 1s not enough, for example, for the Federal govern-
ment to dole out tens of millions of dollars 1n a rescue operation 
to keep bankrupt Penn Central Railroad on the tracks . We need 
to know where en action of this kind fits into a national rail 
policy; ' .... here that policy, 1n turn, .fits into the overall 
transportation requirements and the availability of fuels ~nd 
other essentials in meeting them, not only today, but for the 
next decade or more . In short, we need to think ahead and to 
think in an integrated fashion . We need to begin to make the 
hard choices between what 1s more important to the nation and 
what is less, between · ... ·hat is enduring and what is transitory. 
That is the full scale by which government intervention in the 
nation's economy, if and when it must take place, should be 
measured . Unless we begin soon to develop that scale, the 
right hand of government will tend more and more to undo what 
the left hand has done. 
• 
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Let me close by saying that there is a great deal that 
1s right in this nation. We axe a generous country with a strong, 
decent, industrious, and compassionate people. There is ample 
intelligence and inventiveness and an immense experience and 
vitality in our midst. If, working together, today, we will 
put these attributes to use for the benefit of all, there need 
be no~fear for the nation's tomorrow. 
This nation will withstand the adversity of the present. 
This nation will find, again, in the months and years ahead, 
the essential polit i cal leadership in the Presidency and in 
the Congress. We will renew. We will endure. There is no 
other choice. 
• 
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REMARKS OF s~Q[~Arl~~ (D., MONTANA) 
AT THE ANNUAL DINNER OF 
THE AMEN CORNER 
WILLIAM PENN HOTEL 
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 
THURSDAY, APRIL 17, 1975, 6:30 P. M. 
It is not without aome reticence that I choose to 
address you on the subject of Congressional leadership. Aa 
someone bas recently polnte~ out, the trouble wIth be ing 8 
pollttcal leader these days 18 that you cannot be aure whether 
people are following you or ehaaing you. Whether it 1. ca lled 
8. "me.ssge" or a "Iignal , II some eort ot ahock haa definitely 
been sent by the people to Washington. At. minimum, it caules 
a painful ringing 1n the ears . It can, In more aeriaue cases, 
portend sudden political death. It 1s even rumored to be the 
only known cure tor Potomac fever. 
However, that may be, it la obvious that the public 
impression of the Federal government, at this time, 18 not a 
happY' one. 
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such ~eellng 1s warranted, the ~act remains that what 1s being 
expressed is, 1n part, a deep sense of public dissatisfaction 
and concern with the Federal government. Our people are caught 
between the jaws o~ inflation and recession. The e~~ectB of 
this painful pressure were intensi~ied by the Indo-China war, 
the oil crisis and a growing awareness o~ an inequitable tax 
structure. 
Whatever the sense o~ frustration, I hasten to add 
that I do not think that the nation is at the end o~ the road. 
To the bumper sticker which commands, "America: Love it or 
leave it,ll the response is simple: whatever the current Irritants, 
who i8 leaving and who doesn't love it? 
You understand the reasons ~or that sentiment. The 
groups you represent are at their best a symbol of this country. 
They represent energy and growth, fresh ideas, competition, progress, 
service, a ~aIth in the future of the people of the nation. 
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They have 
enabled us to withstand the gravest advereity in the paet. They 
provide the binders which hold the nation together, even at timee 
when government seems to be in disarray. 
out of these qualities will come the source ot tomorrow's 
renewal of the nation's spirit. It i8 in thil context--in the 
context of renewa1--that I would like to discuse the Congresl 
of the United States, ita role and the leadership it is trying 
t o contribute to the nation in this time of trial. 
Kotwithstandlng my party ro1. in the Senate, I can 
assure you that there exists a close working relationship with 
the leadership of the other party. To be sure, Senator Hugh 
Scott of Pennsylvania, the dIstinguished Minority Leader, and 
I have our differences, Most ot all, however, we share common 
prob1eml, common concerns. A Senate in continual partisan conflict 
is an ineffectual Senate. The Senates of the past few years have 
had their faults but measured by any responsible yardstick, they 
have, on the whole, been reasonably etfective. 
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Over the ~© [~Jf1c, the Legislat1ve 
Branch has been the guardian o~ Representative government. On 
the fundamental Constitutional questions, party labels have faded 
almost completely. On the many other issues, whether the energy 
crisis, taxes, appropriations or whatever, there are differences 
between the parties and even within the parties in the Congress. 
There are also differences between the branches and the Congress. 
It can be no other way. We are a government of separate branches; 
our politics remain lodged in two major parties. The Juxta-
position ot views from these various centers of political power 
are healthy and they are essential under our system of government. 
During the past two years, the Congress has acted to 
reinforce the Nation's syatem of checks and balances against 
what seemed to many of us to be an excessive accumulation of 
power in the Ex~cutive Branch. 
The accumulation ot Executive power did not begin in 
the present administration. It has been going on, administration 
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Republicans, for 
decades and much of it had become lodged, 88 a practical matter, 
in the permanent bureaucracy. Nevertheless, there were, at the 
outset of the last Congress, many evidences ot a decided shift 
toward one-branch government which most members of the Congress 
of both parties found deep17 disturbing in a Constitutional aenae. 
In my Judgment, the erosion at the systea of checks 
and balances has been halted. It has not been easy. A President 
can make deCisions as one parson and, in a moment, it he choo.es 
to do 80. In Congress, a majority of the one-hundred Senators 
and at the 435 House Members not only have to agree on a goal but 
on what course to take to reach it. Then, it a President!al veto 
stands 1n the way of that source, we have to begin again and 
reshape a new one which will gain the adherence at two-thirds 
of the Members. 
I would like to state in my remarks today that even 
as we give our attention increasingly to domestic problems, we 
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cannot 
problems. The interrelationship of foreign and domestic develop-
menta, of course, has been been recognized. I would go further, 
however, and suggest that our involvement in what goes on outside 
the Unlted States ls greater than ls commonly reallzed. What 
has happened abroad and how we have responded, 1n my judgment, 
has done much to delineate the situation which now confronts us 
at home. 
I do not propose to try t o answer the quest10n of 
whether thls ls as lt should be. What I should llke to do ln 
these brief remarks 1s to examine some recent examples of ways 
ln whlch certaln forelgn pollcles have affected our life here 
ln the unlted States. 
There 1s, first of all, to repeat, the tremendous 
impact of two decades of U. S. actlvlty 1n Southeast As1a wh1ch 
culminated 1n onw of the most tragic wars in modern history. The 
circumstances and the attitudes which led us into the deep 
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involvement in that ~t~t::)~orld have already receded 
into the past--or have they? What ought to remain tresh 1n our 
minds, lest we forget, 1s the price we have paid and will continue 
to pay tor that involvement. 
In much the same f.shion, a general 11ne ot foreign 
policy which has consisted at providing military equipment and 
supplies to just about any nation w111ing to take it has also 
distorted the domestic sItuation ot the nation. In fiscal year 
1974, even atter COnAressionally imposed retrenchment had been 
legislated, we still managed to sell, give, or otherwise make 
available equipment and supplies to seventy-eight countries. 
That this great outfloW ot devastation has had a 
profound effect on some recipient nations 1s O~Vl0U8. Even a 
few artillery pieces can sometimes make a difference in the 
preCipitation of coup. and in the outcome of power struggles in 
new or unstable nations. What i8 not nearly 80 obvious, however, 
is that an export of such an amount of military equipment 1s also 
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not without deep ef~oQD 2Y. inner affairs. In 
the first place, a massive outpouring of military equipment, 
year in and year out, feeds domestic inflation. It draws down 
stockpiles of strategic materials. It depletes supplies of 
finite raw materials. It diverts large amounts of inventive 
genius and engineering skill t~ the production of military 
equipment which lives a short and not very useful life and then 
goes into obsolescence. It directs a flow of Pederal resources 
from areas of urgent domestic need into a vast and largely 
useless overseas drain. 
Another aspect of our foreign relations, which, inter-
related witn our domestic situation is tne maintaining of large 
U. S. military garrisons in bases abroad. Thi s practice has 
been going on ever since World War II. Its effect is not unlike 
tne give-away of billions of dollars of military equipment and 
supplies. Even now, we have over 300 major bases overseas and 
more than a thousand minor ones. There are over 30~,OOO American 
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servicemen, plus Another 38,000 
are *tatloned in South Korea; U. S. outp08ts 1n Southeast A.ia 
contain stIll another 28,000. 
The 1'inancial drain 01' theBe deployments i8 readily 
apparent. What i8 only beginning to become clear, however, i. 
that we can no longer attord to UBe Pederal funds and exchange 
resources tor extravagance. ot this kind. There has been a 
Bevere shrinkage 1n the large margin tor error whIch this 
nation possessed a quarter ot a century ago. Years 01' attrition 
have weakened the value ot the dollar abroad. Years 01' deticit. 
are doing the same thing at hane . 
The U. S. military presence overaeaa has been too 
much tor too long, at too great a coat . 
An area ot foreign policy which will have a continuing 
impact on our domestic situation 18 the nature ot our relatIons 
with nation. controlling .ignificant .ources ot energy and 
industrial raw materials. We have come to a shockIng realizatlon 
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of the precariousnes~~l!ua~~n this connection. 
I do not profess to know whether any U. S. polIcy towards the 
state. of the Middle East might have avoided the Arab cut-off 
of oil exports. I do know that we have done little until 
recently to purlue a polIcy which mlght--but has not, as yet--
lead to an acceptable 8tability in that region. 
Without reflecting on the men and women who have 
struggled with the problems ot the regton tor many years, the 
tact 1s that the Middle East haa scarcely been a pre-occupation 
of our principal polley makers, until recently, .xcept when 
the blood of war begins to flow. 
We must a1ao face the tact that a decent future tor 
the people of the United State. cannot be found by shutting a 
non-existent door. We need the rest of the world even as it 
needs us. In short, the challenge 18 to look outward with new 
perceptiona, even as we turn inward to build anew at home. 
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While optimism 1n regard to 
8 renewal in foreign affairs. it will be of little avail unless 
there 1s also a restoration of confidence in government and 1n 
the nation's political institutions at home. It 1s not just a 
question of watergate or forgetting it or pretending that it 
never happened. It 1s the whole cloth of government which has 
become tattered with doubt, distrust, and dissatisfaction. It 
would, indeed, be convenient were it possible to exorcise 1n a 
moment all the inertia, neglects, and abuses that have gone into 
creating this climate. That cannot be. What can be done 1s to 
use the chief instruments of government--the Courts, the Congress 
and the Executive Branch--to dissolve these abuses before they 
ever again become ratal to liberty. That is a fundamental 
responsibility of public leadership--in the Congress, no less 
than in the Presidency . 
It 1s up to the Congress, too, to do something about 
other government abuses. Qu1te apart from Watergate, for example, 
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there have been workings of 
our llves, lnto the privacy of all Americans, by lil-coordinated, 
bureaucratlc activlty. There have been misinterpretations and 
maladministrations of law8, sometimes to the extent that they 
bear little or no resemblance to what Congress intended in the 
enactment. Representative governments have yet to deal effect-
ively with the problem of how to keep bureaucracies responsive 
to the public need, especlally when they grow large, inert, 
cumbersome, and as in our times, more and more, automated and 
impersonal. In my judgment, Congress spends enough time writing 
laws--in some instances, too much. It may be that it is time, 
now, for Congress to devote itself more to looking to the 
manner of execution of these laws. 
What Watergate, election abuses and, often, a distant 
bureaucracy have done to public confidence with regard to the 
Federal government, the energy crisis has done in the realm of 
the nation's economy. 
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The that 
all shortages do not devastate the economy agaIn and that the 
price of past neglect 18 borne equitably by all Americans. We 
should fit our needs to our resources and we can if we wIll. 
Beyond the immediate, what we must have 1s a foundation 
ot facts on whIch to build a national pollcy on energy. We 
have to know far more than we know now it we are to meet what 
otherwise promises to be a recurrent threat to the natIon's 
well-being. It 1s a threat ot widespread business shutdowns, 
at transportation paralysis and of a permanent Inflation whIch 
can only culminate 1n recessIon, unemployment and appalltng 
human hardship. That, the people or this natIon wl11 not 
tolerate. That, the Congre88 of the United states no 1es8 
than the Executive Branch muat do all In its power to prevent . 
The need will not change even it the OPEC nations turn the 
valves wide-open. I hope that the ball of blame, therefore, 
will not be passed between the two branches for failure to 
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meet the problem; to work together 
to resolve it. I am sure that with President Ford that will 
be the case. 
The energy crisis has shocked this nation. In so 
dolng, it has also shown us in a sudden flash the precarlous 
manner in which our entlre national economic lite has come to 
be organized. It 1s all well and good to be concerned at this 
time with the shortage of petroleum. But what ot bauxite, nickel, 
tin, iron and copper and many other materials? What ot wood 
and concrete? Where will the supplies ot these and other 
essentials come from 1n the years ahead? Indeed, what of food, 
with the kind of disjointed policies in whieh exports of wheat 
in 1972 are stimulated one year only to compel high-priced 
imports the next? 
To Bay that we have been extravagant with our resources 
is to put it mildly. In the earliest years of this nation , the 
tlrst President, George Washlngton, spoke of raising u a standard 
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Do wemmeet such 
a standard when one day we are obsessed wtth the threats to 
our environment and the next, in our concern over the drying 
up of petroleum supplies, we all but target that pure air and 
water are also exhaustible resources? To meet the Washingtonian 
standard--that is, the President's, not the ctty's--will take 
courage, courage to change, courage to innovate, courage to 
learn, and courage to renew. 
It i8 my hope that the concern ot the President and 
the Congress will not stop with just the energy crisis. The 
need i8 to learn from a bad dream before it becomes a nightmare 
aga1n. The need is to begin, now, to take a careful look at 
not only the flashing of isolated warning light, but at the 
whole 1ntegrated switchboard of our national economic existence. 
It is not enough, for example, for the Federal govern-
ment to dole out tens ot millions or dollars in a rescue operation 
to keep a bankrupt railroad on the tracKs . We need to know where 
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an action of this rail polIcy; where 
that policy, in turn, fits into the overall transportation 
requirements and the availability of fuels and other essentials 
in meeting them, not only today, but for the next decade or more. 
In short, we need to think ahead and to think in an integrated 
fashion. We need to begin to make the hard choices between what 
is more important to the nation and what is lesa, between what is 
enduring and what is transitory. That is the full scale by which 
government intervention in the nation's economy, if and when it 
must take place, should be measured. Unless we begin 800n to 
develop that scale, the right hand of government will tend more 
and more to undo what the left hand has done. 
Let me close by saying that there Is a great deal that 
Is right in this nation. We are a generous country with a strong, 
decent, industrious, and compassionate people. There is ample 
intelligence and inventiveness and an immense experience and 
vitality in our midst. If, working together, today, we will 
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or all, there need 
be no fear tor the nation's tomorrow. 
This nation will withstand the adversity or the 
present. Th1s nation will find, agatn, in the months and year. 
ahead, the essential political leaderohip in the Presidency and 
1n the Congress. We will renew. We will endure. There 1s no 
other choice. 
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Democratic Conference 
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00 NOT We-i,IOVE 
In February, the Senate Democratic Conference approved a far -
reaching program dealing with Economic Recovery and Energy Efficiency . I 
refer to tre report offered by an Ad Hoc Committee chaired by Senator Pastore . 
It was a unique achievement . It was a program that dealt not in platitudes 
but in concrete recommendations for legislative action with major impact on 
the life of the nation . It was a blueprint for action by the Congress . 
The recommendations which were made on dealing with the energy crisis 
"'ere in sharp contrast to those of the President . The latter showed clearly 
that the Administration had chosen the path of ever higher prices as the way 
to meet the nation ' s energy shortage . Its preferred method was quick and simple . 
It was also a flim- flam . The less an American's ability to pay higher and higher 
prices , the less his share of gasoline and all products derived from petroleum . 
By contrast, the program which this Conference endorsed last February 
sought to treat energy as an essential component of American life--essential to 
all Americans . It reflected agreement with the Administration only to the 
extent that we recognized that this nation could no longer assume unlimited 
supplies of petroleum products at low prices . Starting from the same point , 
this Conference , however , elected to deal with the proplem not by forCing price 
r ises but by restricting wasteful consumption wherever it was to be found--in 
transpor tation, in residential heat ing and cooling, in appliances and products 
and in industry . At the same time we proposed to stimulate production of greater 
energy supplies through government policies which would encourage research and 
mandate the use of sources of energy other than petroleum . 
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That program endorsed last February by the Senate Democrats has been 
given the highest priority by the Senate Committees under Democratic Chairmen . 
The essential legislative measures to interpret that program are now for the 
most part out of Committee and ready for action on the Senate floor . There is 
not just one bill . The program consists of many legislative measures which, 
taken together, represent in the judgment of the leadership sound public policy 
f or the years and decades ahead . 
After six months of intensive and careful work in the Committees-- not 
inordinate, by any means-- it is now time for the Senate to come to grips with 
this legislation . The Administration's spokesmen have asked glibly, derisively, 
where is the Congress' answer to the energy problem? These legislative measures 
are the answer from the Senate Majority . 
I regret to say that during the past few weeks, we could have made 
considerable headway in dealing with this legislation '" had it not been for 
the dead- locked New Hampshire question . All of us have felt the frustrations 
of that question . We have gone on week after week, hour after hour--in the 
Senate on that road to nowhere. The Leadership has tried every way to bring 
this issue to a head, to a decision so that the Senate might dispose of it and 
get on to other matters. We have not been able to do so. 
If we have been frustrated what of the people of the nation? They 
look to this body--their Congress - -for action on other pressing matters . They 
look to their government--President and Congress --for relief, redress, and 
remedy for grave economic difficulties. Instead, they see discord and disunity 
over an obscure procedural question in which few outside this Chamber have any 
great interest and even fwewer any understanding . 
~ 
That situation is intolerable . While the quest for its resolution 
must continue, the Senate cannot go on going nowhere on the New Hampshire 
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question. The emphasis of our efforts must be shifted, however , to other 
matters and notably to the question of energy and the economy . Unless we do 
so the Administration ' s program such as it is will preempt this field . That 
can only mean that every American will lose and lose drastically in terms of 
the price paid to operate an automobile, to heat a home, to clothe and feed 
a family ; in terms of ever- increasing unemployment and rising economic anxieties . 
"-
The legislative pieces are beginning to come together into the 1n-
tegrated whole for the energy program which was endorsed last February by this 
Conference . The Leadership is now ready to ask the Senate to act on measures 
aimed broadly at cutting consumption of petroleum--as in the l1andatory Auto Fuel 
Economy bill . We are ready to act on measures aimed at increasing domestic 
supply- - as in the Outer Continental Shelf and petroleum reserve development 
programs . We are ready to act on measures atmed at requiring a massive shift 
in use from oil and ga~ to coal and other abundant sources of fuel . Seven or 
eight relevant bills in this connection are either on the calendar or are about 
to go on the calendar . Indeed1 on Tuesday last the Senate passed almost in a 
matter of minutes and by an overwhelming vote the Strategic Reserves legislation/ 
It is something for the future , but a critical element1 nevertheless 1 in facing up 
to cartel manipulation abroad and any other abrupt and contrived interference with 
the supply of petroleum . 
Confronting us at once is the question of further and drastic price 
increases in gasoline and other petroleum products . That is the grtm reality 
of the Administration ' s so- called program which consists of adding tariffs on 
oil impor ts 1 increasing taxes 1 and decontroling prices . It is a program which 
gives a free hand to those who turn the valves on the flow of this vital commodity . 
It is the Leadership ' s intention1 therefore, to give priority to the 
mandatory allocation extension with a view at least to keeping a lid on the 
price of oil presently under control . A measure to that effect is on the 
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Senate calendar . It will be taken up Monday or Tuesday . It will provide an 
appropriate vehicle by which to inform the people of this land of the economic 
devastation they face in the form of more inflation, more unemployment and a 
higner cost of living unless the Administration is restrained in its present 
intention of allowing massive price increases on petroleum. There is a dead-
line on this measure . We must face this issue this month and the Leadership 
will try to bring the Senate to that pOint without delay . 
The entire oil and gas pricing question is another aspect of the 
progr;-am adopted last February . That question .... ill also be addressed later 
with specific legislative proposals . In addition, I .... ould note that the 
mandatory auto fuel econoItW bill is ready, the Outer Continental Shelf and 
Elk Hills measures are ready, ERDA is ready; coal leasing and coal conversion 
will be ready shortly; the gas pricing proposal is ready; the measure to create 
an energy production board will be ready, along with any and all energy taxing 
proposals which will complement the comprehensive program. 
The Senate schedule on energy is heavy but it provides alternatives to 
rationing by massive price increases and ability to pay, as has been proposed by 
the Administration . It is a schedule which brings into sharp focus the responsi-
bilities of the Senate with regard to the nation's energy problems and the nation's 
economic problems . Each of us will have to answer individually to our own 
constituencies for the manner in which these responsibilities are discharged . 
Together , however, we answer for our party and, with our Republican colleagues , 
for the Senate . The fact is that the Majority legislative proposals are there 
for consideration . They are there for consideration by the Senate, the Congress , 
and the President , as an alternative to the Administration ' s current proposals. 
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As heavy as is this agenda, it is not the whole story . Before us 
lie other measures which must be completed before the legally- required August 
adjournment . We face a scheduJ..e of early mornings , late evenings, and Saturdays . 
I hope we are prepared for great strain in t he days ahead and that , notwithstand-
ing, cooperation will be obtained from all within this room and from the Republicans 
and the Administration to the end that alternatives may at least be considered . 
We owe that to the people of the nation and to our constituencies . 
I do not think the nation wishes the Senate to spend much more time on 
the charade which has been going on on the floor for 70 hours . I regret deeply 
the injustice which is being done by the present procedural shennigans to the 
two possible Senators-elect from the State of New Hampshire . 1 regret , too, 
the deprivation of a seat in the Senate which that state is suffering. Notwith-
standing, the Senate has a constitutional responsibility in the New Hampshire 
matter which cannot be overlooked . It has a constitutional duty from which it 
must not be swayed by impatience or by glib trials of the issue in the press . 
The integrity of the electoral process and the seating procedures in the Senate 
of the United States are involved in this issue . Those are constitutional mat-
ters which must not be lightly dismissed . The Senate Majority must not yield 
to those who would manipulate and exploit the Senate ' s generous rules in order 
to frustrate the discharge of that responsibility . 
The New Hampshire matter may have to be laid aside for more urgent 
national matters involving the energy crisis and the state of the nation's 
economy . But the Leadership is not prepared to accept the premise that the 
Senate must have 60 votes in order to proceed to resolve a question which the 
Constitution admonishes us to dispose of by a majority vote . So if the two 
possible Senators- elect and the State of New Hampshire and editorial writers 
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are unhappy with the situation, I hope that it is at least clear at this pOint, 
after half a dozen cloture votes and at least a dozen attempts to obtain a 
unanimous consent agreement which would bring the debate to a close , who is 
responsible for the delay in disposing of this matter . 
To return to the question of energy, I would note that in response 
to Senator Eagleton's expressed concern, the Majority Policy Committee has ~~ 
met twice in the last two days in an effort to develop a common approach ~~ 
the party to the tasks which lie immediately ahead . The results of the Com-
mittee ts deliberations are embodied in a resolution which sets farther such a 
approach . I urge the Caucus to consider this resolution in its entirety and 
to accept or reject it in t he same fashion . 
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Whereas, efforts must be continued to protect the public from massive energy 
price increases and the economic dislocations, unemployment and 
inflation resulting therefrom and 
Whereas, the President intends to abandon all energy price controls 88 of 
August 31st and to impose further oil tariff and tax increases which 
together with additional price increases by producers and by the 
foreign cartel will precipitate intolerable economic consequences for 
the United States and 
Whereas, to prevent the adverse economic consequences of the President ' s 
energy proposals. the Senate has already passed elements of a compre-
hensive energy program including an embargo on tariff increases, strip 
mining controls, standby rationing authority and mandatory conservation 
programs and to further prevent the adverse effects of the President's 
program, the 5enate is now prepared to act on remaining segments of 
the comprehensive program as agreed to by theJiajority Conference in 
February, be it therefore 
Resolved that the 5enate Democratic Conference urges: 
(a) That the measure extending the mandatory allocation program and 
retaining the ceiling on oil now under control be considered on the highest 
priority basis, 
(b) That legislative efforts be concentrated during the remainder of 
the month of July on the consideration of the legislation developed under the 
comprehensive energy program as approved unanimously by the Majority Conference 
in February. specifically: 
1 : 5 . 1849, to extend the emergency petroleum allocation act expiring on 
August 31, 1975 which if not extended will force the price of oil now controlled 
from $5.25 to $13 . 50 per bbl resulting in an additional annual energy cost to 
consumers of $33 billion . 
2: 5.1883 Mandatory fuel efficiency standards for new automobiles and 
light duty trucks. 
3: 5.521 Outer continental shelf development and leasing. ~ 
S .r~(, C .. It, T>t" :z,.e"",," It-f:.... 7 
4: 5.391 Coal leasing and 5.1777 coal conversion, to accelerate the 
transition to greater coal usage . 
5: 5.598 Energy research development act funding of synthetic fuels. 
6: 5 . 692 Natural gas production and conservation act. 
7 : 5.740 Energy production board to oversee and coordinate the national 
energy efforts. 
8" H R 686Q Fsor8Y IeSilCS to complClbcale the CCli"OZ ,atils. opd a"amentM 
StiPp!!] pt0i!lCmDS Hia ipcentives aPli ,U.'IiOCLllsi,."D _ 
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Whereas, efforts must be continued to protect the public from massive energy 
price increases and the economic dislocations, unemployment and 
inflation resulting therefrom and 
Whereas, the President intends to abandon all energy price controls as of 
August 31st and to impose further oil tariff and tax increases which 
together with additional price increases by producers and by the 
foreign cartel will precipitate intolerable economic consequences for 
the United States and 
Whereas, to prevent the adverse economic consequences of the President's 
energy proposals, the Senate has already passed elements of a compre-
hensive energy program including an embargo on tariff increases, strip 
mining controls, standby rationing authority and mandatory conservation 
programs and to further prevent the adverse effects of the President's 
program, the Senate is now prepared to act on remaining segments of 
the comprehensive program as agreed to by the~ajority Conference in 
February, be it therefore 
Resolved that the Senate Democratic Conference urges: 
(a) That the measure extending the mandatory allocation program and 
retaining the ceiling on oil now under control be considered on the highest 
priority baSiS, 
(b) That legislative efforts be concentrated during the remainder of 
the month of July on the consideration of the legislation developed under the 
comprehensive e nergy program as approved unanimously by the Majority Conference 
in February, specifically: 
1: 5.1849, to extend the emergency petroleum allocation act expiring on 
August 31, 1975 which if not extended will force the price of oil now controlled 
from $5.25 to $13.50 per bbl resulting in an additional annual energy cost to 
consumers of $33 billion. 
2: 5.1883 Mandatory fuel efficiency standards for new automobiles and 
duty trucks. 
3: 5.521 Outer continental shelf development and leasing~ ~~~ 
C~ra.L ~N6- IMPlKr ~c., 
4: 5.391 Coal leasing and 5.1777 coal conversion. to accelerate the 
transition to greater coal usage. 
5: 5.598 Energy research development act funding of synthetic fuels. 
6: 5.692 Natural gas production and conservation act. 
7: 5 . 740 Energy production board to oversee and coordinate the national 
energy efforts. 
8: H.R.6860 Energy taxes to complement the conservation and augmented 
supply programs via incentives and disincentives. 
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Thursday , July 31, 1975, 12;15 p.m . 
Room 8- 201 . The Capitol 
MAIN FILE COPY 
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We meet for tne first time for a luncheon caucus . The 
first thing to mention is a reminder . !"le agreed at our last Ii.eeting 
that each of us would li.,,:,:it our COI:'M"!Ier.ts to five minutes on any 
measure discussed , including tL~e yie~ded for questions . The 
Secretary for the l~ajo",i1;y will keep tirr.e ",nd signal the :~ive mir.utes 
, 
if any of us 6.NI carried away for longer by &. run-on of our thoughts . 
First. I ",;ant to say that I w.;.~ delight.ed by the '.lay the 
Senate and the Senate De:::ocrats hana.:ed themselves or. the Voting Rig:-.ts 
measure . It was a difficult proced~ral situation but, once clotu~e was 
obtained , the subsequent ~esolutior. of the problem was orderly and proper 
and free of delay . I wish I could say the same for the ~ew P.ampshire 
affair . It was regrettable , in ~ judgment, that the Senate was unable 
to dispose of this matter in a ti~ely fashion . I~ the end, we had to 
acknowledge that our own procedures made it impossible to fUlfill our 
Constitutional responsibilities to dete~ine the outcome of the contested 
election . There was a win~er in the November election but we were 
unable to bring ourselves to identifY him . I an afraid that a very bad 
precedent 'has been set in this instar:.ce ·,.,hich will tend to weaken the 
Senate ' s stature and authority . But that is only one Senator ' s opinion . 
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With regard to t.r.e Culver propos<C.. to (:st.ab:"!. .. ;, a B:<.ue 
Ribbon Com::lission to )Take an indepenc.ent. i: .. ?~rt ... ::. overil.L.. ~t .. .:.c.y of 
'the Senate. the Senate a.dopted ,,:'i5 proposal on .'.,;.esday. v:;,ani:.-.ously . 
I vant to thank Senator OJ::'ver and the other =.ecber~ of "he advisory 
corr~'1littee . Senators l<etcalf. 3yrd (W . Va . ). Ford. ::<;.::;ir;ell, Euddleston. 
':'he :<inority has been cOr:lpletely cccper.:-..t.ve . SC ...... tOT Scott ar.ci :.: 
an'ticipate tr.at \ole .... il1 be ab::'e to bet t. ..• w ~"'-"'''J ;;. ...... t.:t""o.y very Joor., 
to tf.e er.ci tha.:t the Co~_i .. sio,.'S r",cc .. ~_.",; ....... t':'on;:; ..... i1_ ;;,{: r~ceived ir. 
the Sen~t.e before the close 0: next ye ... ~ . 
I should also ... ike to ::-.cnt:'or. f. .... .'.;.ter bro\.Oght to r:-oY 
attention by Senator Gary nart concernir.g t:-. .:: po:;>sibi':"'ity of gres.ter 
leadership par-cicipation by ju::ior Senators ::'n tr.e \lork of =,any 
st:.bcorrr..ittees . At rr<y suggestior., :r.e ::'3 el",'Xlra:ting h~$ thoughts 
in the form of specific proposa.:s which t~e Leudership \lill be glad 
to take up at a later Confere~ce . ~~o$e interested ir. this idea 
should talk \lith him vhile he is in the process o~ ~ornulating his 
proposs..:s . 
At our meeting on Jt:.~e 12th, t~e Je=ocratic Conference 
directed me to look into the fe~sibil::'~y of establishing a single 
co~ittee to deal \lith energy questions . As ~ first step, I wrote 
to 21 Senate Committee Chai~en asking th~ to set forth ",hat they 
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conceive to be thei~ Co~ittee's present scope of interest and 
jurisdiction in ene~gy ~-utters . Letters of response have been 
received ~rom all Co~it~ees . The study is in a very preliminary stage 
and a great deal of time .:i11 be required to make a thorough inquiry 
into the possibilities . I would anticipate appointing an advisory 
group to assist us in delineating a democratic position as soon as 
we return from the recess . In any event, I will keep the Conference 
inforned of progress as we go along, and I hope specific proposals 
can be advanced in t~e to be considered at the begi~~ing of the next 
Congress . 
An.other :::atter : '..ris!l. to br::':Ig up on~:r 0'''''. today, concerns 
the inclusio!1 of ~unior Se~w.:·:.ors OJ". Scm •. te-::o'.lse Conference co:::mittees . 
~n gener~l, as you y~oW, Senate confcreez ere chosen by the chai~an 
a~d the ra~inr; J:l::'no~ity mer::ber 0:: the CO:":"littee which is seized of e. 
m0asurc . It would seen to me noet dc~irable that as fur as possible 
~ome Junio~ menbers be includ~d in each Conference . In that fashion , 
the latter would begin pro~ptly to gain expe~ience in what c~~ be the 
most difficult stage of the legislative process . I would like sone 
reaction fro"'. the Con~erencc on t.h:'~ concept . 
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A fi~al subj ect for nossible discussion relates to a 
~attc~ rnised by Senator P~o~ire a~ the ~olicy Con~ittee on Tuesday. 
Ac. • understand his sugfjes'tio:1. uniform M.i!'1im'l:'\ standards for 
questioning Executive Bra!'1ch :1o:'\inees would be established by the 
Conference or t~e Senate for nc:'\lnecs before all co~~ittees . He 
'!scd as a,n idea.l :::lodel 1:1 this '!"espect the CO:""lerce CO;"l.,ittee . He 
"e:" tn9.t ~!'1der !)resent 'O'!"acticcs '",hereby f!>3,ch co~ittee handles 
interro~ation as it sees fit without ~idelines, the Senate as a. 
~ho~e i~ ~o~eti~es shortchan~ed on sir.nif1cant inf'or~tion pertinent 
to t~e con~~~~tion of appoi~tees . ~he discussion in the Policy 
O::o--i'totee on Sen:'l.to!" P!-o=i'!"e ' s propo~"'.l "' ..... ~ ccnera.! and inconclusive 
").nd 'the -a'tter it rt1.ised here o~ly by ,.:rJ.Y o!' in'troduction . Senator 
~ro~ir~ w~~l set !'o~h hi~ view~ at our next Con!'erence . 
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REMARKS OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (n. , MONTANA) 
BEFORE THE SENATE IEMOCRATIC CONFERENCE 
Thursday , September 4, 1975, The Capitol, Room 8-207, 12:00 naon 
Last Friday, the Speaker and I met <rl th President Ford. The meeting 
was at my request . My purpose was to urge the president not to veto S. 1849, 
the six-month extension of the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act, because of 
the disastrous effects that abrupt termination of all price restraints on 
energy would have on the country . As I saw it, if the president vetoed and 
nothing further was done , prices of all petroleum products - -gas and heating 
oil--would go sky -high. Independent refiners and service station operators 
would be driven to the wall; the solvency of the airlines would be threatened; 
inflation would get another long ride on the merry -go- round; the recession 
would deepen into depression and unemployment would spread . 
With these thoughts in mind, the Speaker and I met with the President 
and his advisers , Messrs . zarb , Morton, Friedersdorf, Marsh and Greenspan . We 
explored the possibility of providing time for further consideration of more 
gradual and less disruptive plans to meet the energy problem . Personally, I 
had proposed a period of four to six years for decontrol on July 22 and as 
long as two years ago had suggested rationing as the only really equitable 
way of dealing with the petroleum problem . Neither suggestion got anywhere . 
At this point , they are both water under the bridge . What seemed most immed-
iatel y necessary was time --more time , for negotiation between the President and 
the Congress . I approached the president , therefore, out of a deep personal 
concern over the peril which woul d threaten the nation in the event of an 
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abrupt termination of price controls by Presidential veto . What I did and 
the reasons therefore are contained In my letter to the president with accam-
panying mat erials, copies of which were furnished each of you along with all 
Republican Senators and Members of the Joint House Leadership last Friday. 
As has been reported, the effort to persuade the president not to 
veto was not successful . The President was appreciative but adamant . He 
stated again, as he has on past occasions , that he would veto the Allocation 
Extension in the form it was presented . Beyond that, there is little el se to 
report on the meeting. There vas no agreement, no compromise, no specif1cs, 
save those to which I vill allude in a moment. 
In short, the Administration stands committed to the veto. In my 
Judgment , it is a commitment which as I have indicated, if it ~esults in an 
ab~upt end to ene~gy price restraints , will vreak havoc in the economy . Yet, 
that is .,hat confronts us . The Leadership has to deal w1.th the reality of 
that possibility . 
Unless this Conference recommends otherwise, therefore, the Leadership 
proposes to schedule a vote to override next Wednesday . If the Emergency 
petroleum Allocation Act veto is overridden, here and then in the House, it 
.,ill mean that controls .,ill »emain for an additional six months . It .,ill 
mean that the allocation of gasol ine, of propane and of the other vital 
material s refined out of the crude oil barrel w1.11 be possible throughout this 
although I hope it would only take a month or t.,o, at the most, 
.,inter. Those month~can also be used to try to work out further compromises 
with the President and to g ive the House an opportunity to pass the many 
significant energy measures --most of them from Senator J ackson's Committee--
which the Senate has already cleared. 
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If that scenario on energy emerges, then the immediate crisis will 
have been surmounted . But who can be sure that the situation ~ll develop 
in that fashion? The Leadership cannot count on it. We cannot be sure that 
an override of the veto will carry . A two-thirds vote requires Republican 
votes as well as Democrats . It is a vote which Is never easy to achieve 1n 
the Senate or the House since the President pits his strength and leadership 
against the Congress by a veto . It 1s the responsibility of the Leadership 
and of this Majority , therefore , to consider alternatives, to prepare fal1 -
backs in the event the veto is sustained . somewhere, 1n this government , in 
some branch of this government, initiatives must be taken on behalf of the 
general public to block off a gathering economic disaster. 
In the course of my meeting with the president, therefore, I indicated 
my intention to convene this Conference today for the purpose of reporting on 
my discussions . The President responded by outlining what he would consider 
at this time as a solution to the oil-pricing issue , short of immediate and 
total decontrol . It included phased decontrol of old oil over a 39-month 
period, an $11. 50 price on "new" oil increasing at the rate of 5 cents per 
month, a windfall profits tax with forgiveness of up to 25 percent for plov-
back into production and a removal of the 6Q-cent fee on imported distillates 
and residual oil applicable mainly to the Northeast. 
To be sure , the specifics of the plan he outlined were the same as 
those busmitted under the Allocation Act last July with the appropriate taxing 
and import fee supplements and, I must point out , it was a plan that the House 
rejected by a margin of 39 votes . The only change, so far as I am aware, was 
his readiness to sign a 45 -day extension of the Allocation Act--in lieu of the 
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6-months already passed by the Congress--if the decontrol plan which he out-
lined could be agreed upon or if its approval by both Houses looked favorable. 
I have had an opportunity now to consider this proposal fully . It 
was offered in good faith by the President . It has been presented in good 
faith to this Conference and I would expect it will be considered here in 
the same vein . 
For the present, however, we are up against a presidential decision 
to veto the 6-month Extension. If the congress is successful in the override, 
then the oil-pricing issue can be addressed prudently, calmly and outside the 
atmosphere produced by the spectre of abrupt and total decontrol. The alterna-
tive which is offered is the 45 -day extension within which to accept the 
President's proposals or some modification thereof to which he might be 
agreeable. I hasten to add that the President himself gave no indication of 
a readiness to compromise further. This w~rning , however, the Deputy Majority 
Leader, Mr . Byrd, did raise the suggestion of a 6G-month extension , which was 
declined, then a 48-month extension, which likewise was not accepted. I then 
asked the president if he would be flexible on an extended time period and, 
while he gave me no direct answer--and I did not press him--it is my feeling 
that he might consider something in excess of 39-months . 
I ask this Conference to consider this situation most carefully . 
unless this problem, this conflict between the Administration and the Congress 
can be resolved, it will be the people of the nation who will pay the price 
in depression and unemployment , in skyrocketing prices of all petroleum 
products and in serious breakdowns in the structure of the American economy . 
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The Joint Majority Leadership of the Congress met this 
morning to consider the status of energy legislation in view of 
the imminent veto by the President of the six-months extension of 
controls and allocation (S . 1849) . If the veto is overridden in 
the Senate tomorrow and in the House subsequently, it is our judgment 
that the congress, acting together with the President , will have an 
opportunity to put together in an orderly fashion a c omprehensive 
energy program which will serve the interests of all the people of 
the United States . 
If the veto is not overridden, and nothing further is 
done , restraints on the price of petrolemn products will disappear . 
The people and many small businesses will be faced with great 
hardships . The country will confront a deepening economic crisis . 
We hope , therefore , that the veto will be overridden in 
both Houses and we are exerting all possible efforts to achieve 
that result . 
Mike Mansfield Papers, Series 22, Box 75, Folder 6, Mansfield Library, University of Montana
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O1'IIIIS RlIMAIOO! 01' ~ ~ (D., ICII'I"AlIA) 
AT '!lIB JOIJIT HOOSB-sBJIM'II I&UERSIIIP IBBTlIlO 
TU .. a.ay, September 9, 1975, 8:00 •••• , 'ftUt capitol, ROCII 9-208 
I uked ror the meetlag today to d1lou.a were we atan4 OIl cerg. 
Tbe Senate will vote on We4Dea~ to OY'err14e the veto or the a1x...antba 
extenalon or controls . '!'be Democratio t.oderablp 1n the Senate hu urged 
all senaton to vote to override but 1 t 1a anybod¥ '. ...,...., .t thh polllt, 
how it will ecae out. I understand the Jfo\.We will yote on the .tter em 
1buraday if we aucceed in overrld1nc 1D the SeDate. 
It we do DOt override, I e.xpect that the Preal4ent will vant us 
to lit down nth bia without delay to work out ac:.e .top~. Be can ~ 
look nth equanimity on doing JJOt.h1.Dc in view ot the eeonauc ch.aoe and 
l:ard8hlpa Vhlch vill reeult f'rca cClilplete decontrol. . 
Aaa\ll1..ni that va do override and eontrola are extended tor I1x 
.ontha, we will Deed to bring out an ldentittable and OOIIIIIreMDliiY. enertO' 
program ... oon .. poealble. y_teNay, the Cau.CUI adopted • reaolutlO11 
urging the Senate to act on • priority' butl on h&l.t ... ~ more eDltrgy 
bIlla to SO with thoa. al..ready puaed by ua . 
It )"OU look. .t the .tatu. liat in trent ot you, it ..... that OIl 
the Senate aide ve have bad ttNer prabl_ 1n gettlac energy bll.la puaed. 
,. you will note, tbe serate baa cleared • nUlllMr of auch aeuurea CD an 
Individual b .. b while the Houee baa been vorld.nc OD two cClllpreh .. tye billa--
the Ul.lm.n btU and the Eckhardt b111- -which coata1D provbiona .... 1tng vith 
eevera! of the aeparate senate btlla . 
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Ae I 8ee tt, ~~lr~#5~~;; looee en4s eveD if we 
cwerrl4e the veto and then ~ tl;i;:1ll:"1!<!er haJD!il1Ds there. .or <loes it belp 
Bleb tor 0118 House or the other to act on varioua lIleuures . Both HOUSH have 
got to put eomprehenalve Berg legialatlon within the rfltl veeb or the 
nation 18 golD@; to be in serious trouble. 
Frca the polnt ot view or the DIIDOOrat., I think tbat we need to 
taee up to what is reallltica.l.l.y achievable 1n tel"ml ot a les1elat1ve program, 
what 113 raal1Btlcally poel1ble in both HouaeB jolntJ¥, not Just in the SeDate 
or the House alone . It 18 m;y understanding that the House CCIIIDerce COam1 ttee 
btll that 18, the Eckhardt Bill, will be debated by the House next week 
attar the vote on the veto. What are the chances of the Bouse paaa1ng this 
btll next veekT As tar as we are concerne4, we will do vbatev"er we can on 
the Senate eiae to get through what the Rouse can get through and. I'll sure 
that worke both wa,ya. But ve need to begin somewhere . Perhape we can run 
down the li.t at energy bills which 11 in h'ont or you aDd, 8ee what we can 
c\o togethor to help """'0 a group or th ... through without de~. The Senate 
leadanhlp .tands ready to DBke every effort to get a CODgresa1onal program 
or this kind to plaee before the President within the Dext tew weeka . What 
we WOlld Uke to explore, today, is how we can 'belt work together 1n this 
eftort. 
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Gentlemen : 
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Conference 
After yesterday' s 61- 39 vote sustaining the President's 
veto of the 6- month extension of the Allocation Act, I met with a 
large group of Democratic Senators at the request of Senator Jackson 
to discuss the question of where we go from here . It was my inten-
tion in any case to call a Conference of all Democrats before taking 
any leadership a ction . I believe , however , the range of options 
discussed at that meeting yesterday provides a full spectrum of what 
might now be done to achieve a rational and fair national energy 
policy along with or as an alternative to total decontrol . To work 
out such a policy , the President would apparently go along with a~ 
extension of controls. 
In brief , the =our major procedural options are as follows: 
(l) Make no further efforts to override the President ' s 
position - let the prices rise - enact a real windfall pro=its tax. 
(2) Enact a 60-day extension of the Emergency Allocation 
Act but attach to it the eight or nine major energy measures already 
passed the Senate as riders. 
(3) Enact a 60- day Allocation Act extension (to about 
December 1) to permit tL~e for negotiation and freeze for that period 
the prices of crude oil as of their August 31 , 1975 levels . In 
other words, maintain the s"tatusquo throughout the " negotiating 
period. " 
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(4) Enact a GO-day extension - leave the President's 
l!'l!thority to set prices of old oil on condition that any such ne· ... · 
prices can meet the criteria. p::-escribed by the President' 5 o · ... ·n 
zy.ecutive Orders that require econo~ic justification for unilatera: 
price increases . 
Let me no·..., ··endeavor -to a."n?lify~ each of- these proposec. 
courses of action . 
First: The option to acquiesce in the President ' s victory 
of yesterday but to go ahead a~d conce~trate on a truly e!fective 
,d:1dfall profits tax. ':'his option accepts as futile any e=fort to 
obtain agreement by t",·o- th:"rc.s or the Se:late . The President ~as h~d 
h5.s ""ay; it .... ·ould be impossi!:>le to po.:t'together arly:-oil. price pol:"cy 
other the.n 0:\ terms c.ic-:.ated by t.~e l\c..."ninist.::ation . 
Second is to e~ac~ a GO -cay exte~sio~ a~d attach thereto 
a~y or all o! the majo:: e~e::gy eeasures al::eady passed by the Sen~~~ . 
T!1ese ~eas\!::es. eac~ o!: whic:1 .... ·0-..:.1d be ca==ied as a separate title 
o!: the extension hill. ':':-:.c:\!de the follm..-ing : 
(a) H.R. 1.9, Develop ?et=olc\!~ Reserves on public lands 
(b) S . 667, Establis~ Natio~al Stretegic Rese:::ve 
(c) S . 1518, Motor vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act 
(d) s . 3~9 , Truth in Energy Act 
(e) S. 1883 , ~andato=y Auto Fuel Econo~y Act 
(f) S . 2063, HOMe =ne:::gy Disclosure Act 
(g) S . 58G , Coe.stal Zone }:a:-:.agernent Act 
(h) S . 521 , Outer Cont':'nental Shelf Act 
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(1) S. 391, Coal Leasing Act 
(j) S . 7, strip Mining control and Recl.eJr.ation Act . 
All of these measures have passed the Senate 1n addition 
to the emergency powers provided in the Allocation Act . This option 
would definitely highlight the extent of the energy efforts In' 
the Senate and the Congress . It would illuminate the Sep.ate program 
in contrast to that of the A~~ini9tration'B progra~ of higher prices 
as a vmy of conserving energy . 
Pursuit of this option could create some proble~s with 
the House since some of these measures have not yet been considered 
there . 
The third and fourth options are very closely related 
to and offer courses of action which relate to maintaining the 
status quo during this interim 60-day period. The President 
apparently wants an extension of the Allocation Act for 45 days to 
permit the Congress to work out with the Administration a final 
determination as to energy price pooicy . In fact, the House 
presently has before it H. R. 7014 to which the Eckhardt amendnent 
is offered which will provide the opportunity--the vehicle--for 
the Congress to deternine whether old oil should be decontrolled 
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and , if so, over vPAt pe r iod of months and to what price . Under 
the t hird option, crude all prices would be frozen dur1ng the 
60-day extenaion period 8S of their August 31 levels. Congress 
and the President would then be provided the opportunity to 
establish what the pr icing policy would be . No price changes 
could occur during t he period . Old all would t hus be frozen at 
$5 .25 and new at $11. 50. 
Under the fourth option there would also be a 60-day 
extension . However , the President would be given the sa~e pover 
to set all prices which he had under the nov expired Allocation 
act . In other wor ds, during this interim period the president 
could set higher prices for old oil if In doing so he could meet 
the criteria requiring an economic justification for any such pri ce 
rise which his administration has already establ ished . You will 
recall that president Nixon on his ovn raised the price of ol d 
011 f r om $4 .25 to $5 .25 under this authority . Under the f ourth 
option, president Ford coul d do the same . 
Something must be done to protect the consumer . Without 
the All ocation Act , there will be shortages of propane and other 
refined petroleum products that will cause great hardship during 
the "inter. 
~ extens i on of the Allocation Act , it seems to me , 
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should be for a period of time sufficient to permtt Congress --both 
Houses of the Congress --to focus on and dispose of the pricing issue 
directly . Nor is it proper, I think, to continue to face these 
Administration decontrol proposals always on an up or dovn or take 
it or leave it basis . To give Congress five days either to swallow 
or to reject an Administration plan 1s not conducive to the give and 
take atmosphere needed for a proper resolution of the issue . 
As a final note , I Ynnt to mention that if an extension of 
60 days 1s adopted, it ~ll be possible to consider alterp~tlve 
proposals --proposals other than Just the 39-month plan . Proposals 
have been offered, for example, that would phase out old all prices 
1n ways that are linked to unemployment and inflationary impact . 
However , these substantive pricing policy decisions should be 
separated from the immediate question before us . It is up to us 
now to decide one question : vhat procedural framework should be 
established to permit the Congress and the President to reach a 
final energy pricing policy . 
I might say in conclusion that the Leadership is presently 
under instructions from the Conference to join Speaker Albert in 
meeting with the President to try to work out joint proposals . It 
would be appreciated if the Conference would supply further guidance 
on how to car~ out this mandate . 
The meeting is open for discussion . 
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REMARKS OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D.} MONTANA) 
BEFORE THE 
FORTY -FIRST ANNUAL MEETING 
OF THE 
SOUTJillH!<l GOVERNORS' CONFEREr'CE 
CDN'IEMPORARY RESORT HO'rnL 
14IU..T DISNEY WORLD 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
MONDAY I SEP'lEMBER 15, 1975 
It is always a pleasure to meet ... ith Governors In t.,rashlngton 
but it is a distinct privilege to encounter the Southern Governors ' 
Conference on their own grounds . And to discuss today's economic situation 
and reactions in tie Capitol to that situation, there Is no more suitable 
site than Disney world . Economically speaking, it Is that kind of a world--
a Disney world--in which we are living today . It Is a world where illusion 
is advanced as reality , where solutions to the nation's economic ills are 
constructed out of a fabric of make-believe . Is that an exaggerated 
characterization . I think it is not exaggerated, not to the eight million 
or more Americans who are out of work and are told over and over again 
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that we have turned the corner . Not to the millions more who are under-
employed or have given up looking for jobs . Take this region of the 
nation. In North Carolina, unemployment 1s nine percentj in Alabama, 
9.1 percent; Georgia, 9. 7 percent; South Carolina, 11. 2 percent; and 
Florida, 12 .1 percent . Those figures represent a world of shattered hope, 
interrupted lives, suf'ferlng and anxiety . 
Inflation 1s another aspect of contemporary econ~lc reality. 
It 1s just as debil1tating to the nation as unemployment. The rate of 
price -rise .... as twelve percent last year. On an annual basis , inflation 
1s nov back into doub1e dig! t s . The price of f ood and gasoline, heating 
011 and rent, housing costs and electr1city- -not the frills and luxuries--
but the essential components of life for Amerlcans--the prices of these 
of 
items are also the components of the pric~/inf1ation . They are soaring 
out of reach of the income of millions of Americans . 
New york City tells us something of the state of the American 
economy. Some w111 dismiss that tragic s1 tuation as not a reflection of 
the econOll\Y but the product of mismanagemen t and inefficiency. To be sure, 
that may be involved in the New York pred1cament Just as 1t 1s probably 
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involved in other cities and other governmental units 1n the nation, Includ-
ing iolashlngtoa . The fact still rem.e.icG that many cities are on the brink of 
disaster and financial collapse and much of it haa to do with the state of 
the economy . New York is only the first in what may be a very long line of 
cities in need of bailout relief . The fact is that the federal governnent 
has already had to do the same for Lockheed Aircraft, the Pec.nsylvaoia Ral1-
road and other large business enterprises. In a sense, cities, too, are 
enterprises, caught in similar economic forces. If the nation could not 
afford the collapse of the Pennsylvania railroad system, can it stand by 
while cities and, perhaps, state governments go down the drain? 
We vill not get far in meeting the nation's problems by trying to 
defect their sting by blame- fixing; much nore to the point is the fact that 
the nation ' s productive capacity is operating far below its potential . There 
are factories standing idle although there are idle hands ready to operate 
them. Production dropped more than nine percent last year j personal income 
has declined; consumer spending is down twelve percent and the drop is f1f-
teen percent in bUsiness investment . 
"That about housing? Construction i8 down by well over one million 
units annual ly--with unemployment still running at nearly 30 percent throughout 
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the industry. Much the same story applies in automobiles . These are same 
of today ' s economic r ealit i es wi th which you are, I am sure , all too familiar . 
It 1s 1n line with these r eal ities , not our wishful thiDking, that we must 
direct our efforts . From the Administration come words of ecoDomic hope about 
flickers of economic hope . However sincere the words and whatever the fl i cker s 
of hope , the Administration ' s vetoes have set the stage for further reversals 
1n the nation's economy . Last week ' s rejection of the Emergency Petroleum 
Allocation Act Extension vas a final straw . It stripped whatever protection 
.... as left to the nation against price -gougiog in petroleum products . I am 
frank to say that I do not know the exact toll- ~the specifics of what will 
happen in the next fef' months and in the years ahead . But, the door has been 
opened wide--and unless there is a reasonable compromise--the door to wide-
spr ead economic hardship and disarray. 
Ther e are , many views on what is going to happen unless some form 
of allocation and price control regarding petroleum 1s restored . The Congress 
is working on that matter now; both sides in Congress are working on it . The 
Senate Leadership is under instructions to meet with the President to try to 
develop some reasonable reconciliation o£ positions and I will do whatever I 
can t o t hat end. But, frankly) I am not sanguine . In the meantime) the OPEC 
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cartel of all producers which meets in a few days holds a sword over the head 
of an energy-hungry world . In this nation, prices of imported petroleum will 
be increased- - increased substantially--if the cartel yields to the suggestions 
of some of its members for a stiff price rise . Prices on domestic oil, freed 
from control by the President ' 5 veto , will follow suit . Uhat 1s clear in 
spite of the Ifs, ands and buts, 1s that the consumer is go1ng to get hurt--
whether he depends on fuel oil for his home, gasoline for his car or anyone 
of the countless other products which come from petroleum . A new wave of 1n-
flation , moreo~er, may be expected to run through the economy . The burden 
vrill be borne by your states and all states, by your cities snd towns and by 
all cities and tal-ma across America, by your farmers a!ld all farmers . 
The solution? The Administration has its solution . Its solution 
is to leave the price of petroleum to free ~~ket forces . Free market forces? 
OPEC? Yet , that is ~~here we stand now and that is where we will remain unless 
the situation pr oduced by the veto Can be redressed . 
The policy of "free market forces , " in effect , has turned over 
to the for eign OPEC cartel the pover to set the price of energy in this 
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nation . If maintained, this policy may well drive the only significant 
competit i ve forces in the oil business- -the smaller companies--out of 
the market--leaving a fev giants to manipulate energy production, prices 
and distribution . If maintained, this policy will, it has been est~ted, 
cost the average American family an additional $600 yearly 1n terms of 1n-
creased costs for food and fuel, for transportation, clothing, heat and 
electricity. 
The notion of policy-making by excessive use of the veto has 
become an all too familiar pattern . All it takes 1s a determined Administra-
tion and one- third of each house of Congress ready aDd willing to go along. 
There are more than enough in both Houses . Last spring this sort of policy-
making was applied to legislation on surface mining. At the end of May it 
was applied to jobs . The Emergency Employment Act passed by Congress was 
designed to create nearly one million jobs . It vas vetoed on the grounds 
that it would "damage the economy." On housing, the veto came down in June . 
To stimulate construction of a million houses and to create two million 
jobs , Congress passed the Emergency Housing Act . But housing construction 
and jobs were not a part of the Administration's program. And so it has 
been, througn seven additional Congressional majority efforts to deal with 
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national problems which brought forth seven additional vetoes . 
To be sure , there have been areas of cooperation between the Ad-
ministration and a majority of Congress; too few, however, in my judgment, 
with too little in the way of results . There was the tax cut, for example, 
which was designed to induce conswner spending and stimulate recovery . The 
impact of that action has been offset largely by the Administra.tionts restric -
tive monetary policy . 
i-lhere is the way out of the economic doldrums? He hear talk about 
the need for a tight federal budget and tight money . Of course we need to 
keep rein on government expenditures --at all levels- - in good times and bad, 
and especially on the extravagant and the irrelevant . But the Administration 
proposed a massive deficit of over $50 billion in the federa.l budget for this 
fiscal year . 
It is said, too , that the fault lies with the American people who 
ask for too much . Tell that to the grocery shopper uho feeds a family on 
inflation- eroded wages or a fixed income . Tell it to the worker whose job 
lies 50 miles from home and there is no way to get to i t except by burning 
gasoline at 60 cents and more a gallon . Tell it to the homeowner trying 
to keep out the cold . 
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A hands-off economic pOlicy, in nry judgment, has little r elevance 
at this time to the nation's econemic i lls . We are a massive and comp1ex 
society. It has long ceased, if i t ever did, to operate best on govern-
ment indifference or disinterest. Indeed, without massive government, it 
cannot operate at all . We are bound into an economic and social complex 
that has been built up over decades and we cannot evade it by immersing 
ourselves 1n politics as usual . There 1s no turning back the clock to a 
time when Main street vas mainland America and simple solutions were the 
order of the da.,y . Federal policies derived from a sentimental vlev of how 
America used to be when most Americans farmed for a living do not respond 
to the needs of America as it is, today, and as it 1s gnlng to be tomorrow . 
At last count, only about five percent of the population lived Cln farms . 
There 1s no substitute for an intelligent and substantial input 
from government if the economy is going to be restored. That kind of 1n~ut 
can only be achieved if there is cooperation-- cooperation between parties, 
cooperation between branches of government , cooperation between the federal 
government and state and local government . Out of this interaction can 
come a more integrated perception of the nation I s needs and a more integrated 
response to those needs . 
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Any integrated action, today, has to begin with an effective 
energy policy. It is critical to ending the recession. It 1s critical 
to ending the inflation . There are some who .... ould say let the lifting 
of price -controls take full effect, let this Administration rejoice in 
the achievement or suffer the consequences of a Pyrrhic victory of the veto . 
That may be the case, in any event, unless a greater disposition to recon-
cile poal tiona develops in the Congress and the Administration. 
Speaking person~ lit is llI¥ judgment that the sooner we restore 
some measure of control over energy prices, the better for all concerned, 
including the Administration. Ah(Ne all else, we must get on ..nth the job 
of putting into effect a comprehensive energy program. We have got to 
look ahead for twenty-five or fifty years and at the utilization of all 
sources of energy . That is a far larger and, in the end, far more important 
question than price -policy. In the Senate, we have passed seven bills 
which form essential components of such a conservation and development 
program . The passage of only two or three more bills will complete this 
program . we are trying, now, to join this initiative with initiatives in 
the House of Representatives and with any which the Administration sees 
fit to contribute . 
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The federal government also has a responsibility, without delay, 
to put amass! ve dent 1n the hi gh unempl oyment figures . The more we do 
to stimul.e:te employment the faster this nation 1s going to reeover econom-
lcally and the better the prospects of dealing with the crises in the 
c1 t i es and other jurisdictions . If an expanded public service employment 
pr ogram 1s not possible, then other work incentive plans should be COD -
sidered, whether administered by government or industry . 
For continued economic stimulus, I think the tax reduction 
enacted earlier this year should and will be made permanent . I think 
congress will insiat on ouch an extcnoion. At the same time, I would hope 
the Federal Reserve could be made to relax 1 ts monetary policy so that the 
various arms of government become more consistent in the effort to boost 
the economy. TO be sure, the federal budget deserves scrutiny to try to 
keep non-essential spending in check. The Senate, in fact, has held the 
line against measures exceeding CongressiN1Rl budget 11mi ts . Tax reform 
is another major area of concern; Congress and the Administration must 
address themse l ves to the matter of closing off loopholes and providing 
greater ecp.ity of burdens among tax payers. Tax shel ters and tax evasions 
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rf')r the 'Jealthy make a mockery of the concept of the graduated income tax 
and contribute greatly to the growing cynicism towards all. government . 
These are but a rew at the areas that require attention; there 
are others . 
Events ~f the past severa1 years have forced us to recognize the 
inadequacies of existing meeha.nlsms f('lr analyzing, planning and guiding the 
nation's ec.,oomy' &va:y from the pitfalls of recession and inflation . In 
ita creation of a neW" budget planning facility and ,.. C0Jr.mi8sinn on Economic 
Foresight, Congress has recognized th1s reality. Most of us have also 
learned, I think, th,t problems such &8 the t"11 crle1a or food oborteges 
or whatever are inextricably related to the nation's total econanic vell · 
being. Tiree and sgain we find ourselves screJllbllng to resp<'od to economic 
situations Which could have heen avoided. If the wrong decision is made --
vhether minority-produced by the use of the veto or produced in haste by 
the majority--the consequences can be devastating to all of us. In other 
instances, we seem to lack effective and efficient bureaucratic structures 
and tools to implement vell-meaniAA and vell-conceived pOlicies . A more 
selective, better administered and precise application of such programs, 
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as Medicare, public service jobs or public works, for instance, could 
grea.tly intensify their economic and social value. 
The economic crisis which 1s nnt being dealt w1 th adequately by 
the government 1s creating divisions within the nation, v1thin the states 
and cities. '!he feeling 1s growing that the sacrifices which are being 
made and vill continue to be made as a resul.t of this crisis are not being 
borne equitably. That 1s a challenge to Congress, to the Administration, 
to governors and Jll8\Yors. We must see to it that the burdens are more 
equally distributed. We must see to it that the poor, that those on low 
incomes, those who labor on the farm or live in the ghetto, are not made 
to suffer more than their shere . I reiterate that that 1s our paramount 
responalbl11ty--yours and mine, the responsibility of the President, of 
the congress, the governors, the mayors--to insure that the impact of 
economic recession is minimized and its hardships are fairly distributed. 
The best way to deal with the situation which confronts us is to speed 
economic recovery, to "get the country moving again ." Together we must 
work to construct policies designed to meet the needs of the nation today 
and tomorrow. 
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PAO!': n: 'illRRIS IV 
THURSDAY J mCEYJB? 4, 1975 
THE Si-lEMTON-PARK HO':'SL 
\'.'A8HI~!G?O~;, D. C. 
2 : 00 p . i\~ . 
Foreigt'!. policy -h'ill be a~ issue in the 1976 c:~:;P:li(';n _ Barring t!-:~ 
unexpected, ho~ever , it ~i11 b~ only an iSGac, ~ot the ~ssue . T.~e ~p~asis 
in the cOrli!l{; ca:;paign will be on a:='fni"s ',ti t~in t~e l"-O.t~or.. . In par:::'c:L!.ar, 
it ~ill be on the s~te of t~e ::1:l~io::l ' s econ<r..;.- . ::ot-./ithzto.nding the effort 
to talk away our econo~ic difficalties , thc:-e hez yet to be a recovery f=-om 
the ",orst recession i::1 i"o:':"ty ye~rs . At best; ','e h'lve :'\anaged only to hold 0:;' 
oy fingertips; only a ne.rginal ~o!l1ent·.lr.'I hc.s been GCI".era~ed for recovery . ':'he 
failure to face up to the nation's economic problem:;. is to be seen in the 
continued high unemployment and inflation. Deeper consequences are visible in 
a general public disquiet and disaffcction with govcr~ent . Still deeper , in 
the bedrock of the nation , are the dangero~ fissures of social division . 
That is hardly a basis on which to build e. national contribution to 
Pacem in Terris . So , I reiterate , thc pri~": i~,suc in the cO:'1ing election will 
be a meandering economy . Unless -.Ie put a ztop to t!:.e present drift a!!d 'be.~in: 
also, to look ... 'ith some coo!'dinatec. foresig~t to the loo:1ing eco!lO"t'.ic proble.."'1S 
which are only a fe~ years av:ay) t"!1e international role of this nation for the 
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next decade will be, at ~ost , an indifferent one . Indeed, i t could even bec~c 
negative , insofar as contributine to inter~~tioncl peace and stability is 
concerned . 
As for foreign affairs , what is 
in the next election will be the drain of 
likely to be of maj or consideratiO!l 
C\..: 
outdc.ted policies e.Sf~·;,'.!·..:.t;f;l·'e 
factor in the decline of the econo~ . Unlike earlier years when money was 
spent for activities abroad as tho~ t~e nntion had it to burn , every dollar 
tho.t no'''''' goes into nnacronistic pol icies and the niH tary structure to su?port 
thc~ is co~ing , not out of an affluent econ~j it is coming out of the hides 
of the people . It i~ c~i:'..g fro::;. those ::".1.111on5 of !\.mericans without tax 
havens and · ... ith no ways to hedge the :'nfle.tion . Do.tcd fo::;"cign pol::.c::'es are 
c double burden o~ en alre~dy ovcr~ardencd seer-ent of t~c popll'?ce . 
Expenditures in the na~e o~ forcirn pO!':'cy or dc~er.sc , even valid 
cxpenditurcs , rcquire taxes end contT..:.b .... le to :..~.,.! pre:;;:;urc fOl' ':'r.i'lation . If 
~uch cxpe:1di turcs are in excess of cO!,!::C-:l)O~ .. :,.r;r nece..~ , t'hcy strain the econO:'".y 
V.n.11ccc5sarily and, in the cnd, d':l h~~ to t~c -:.t~cture of the !1ction " 
Take for cXB,,?lc , the policy of ::;t~t~onin3 troop::; 1!'l. nll pQ.::-ts of 
t'hc e:1obe . \'hatcvcr rclevar.ce such policies T"I:l:" h'lVC hOod in thc imncdiatc 
po::;t -".Jorld ilar II period, it does not follo .... that tho:-y e:--c still rclevant t!1ree 
deca.des le.tcr . " or does i t ~e!:ln that the l".ation I s dci'cnsc · ... ill co!J..:>.!)se i:' we 
eltc:- these dcploynents , scale theC1 dO'.tn or even in ~Q:":lc ceses cut the.'7I ou-l: 
c!1tircly " Ovcr ho.l!' -e. -~111::'on soldicrs • .... crc :::-cturned frOr.l Vict "::m '..-i thout 
endangering the natio~l security . 7herc 'lrc othcr areas where s~iler adjust -
~cnts , far less drastic to be surc , sec~ to ~~ to be entirely possible a~d ve~J 
desirable . 
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The world changes . \ 'e hn.ve to ch"n~t" · ... lth it . But the .... toeeln of 
govern'TIcnt , regrettably , tend to rC:"''1J,n in !'\.l't3, c:::pccie.lly in rcp;o.!"d to 
n'ltional security af:"a.irs . ":'hc lcsso:'l. of '/iet .. ~." for cx::lI":'Ol", hn.3 yet to 
~e le~rned . ;ven no.., an ef~o~t ~s be~n~ ~"uc +0 ~'lintain 0. ~il~t~ry oosltio~ 
0:1 the SO':lt~en.st Asia:!. ~n.in~nd . ""'he ~y.eC"+~~vr 'I3::-'1;1C:' beseeches th,.. --Il~ 
e;overn .. ~e!'lt to pernit us to keep at ::"'l::>t n. 3!"'V:10'~' of our !'o~<:'!' presence in 
tbt nn.tion . ',.;hat for? A toehold in ..... hailo.nd · ... 111 cost tnt" nation .,1'11ons 
oi" eolkrs --tl'..o.t nuch 1s clenr . ...,.1 ... into 1;1':0.+ grar.d dcs!p;n for r.llt;:'o:"''ll 
'](:'C,"·!'::.ty and nC.::lce do '-Ie f::.t e. ""(N tho-:'"""":c. '-('!".C:"L-. serv1c"-::.en 'lnd a sC"1.tte""~.l" 
of l''lotb -02.11ed !'1~l!te.ry bas~s ::.::. "'h3.J'~" ·:,? ""-::..:o.r:.y, there ~-:; t.rrC:1 !"tC':.u ...... 1! .. c 
1..:1 the gaver'~-_~:1t to :::"cca,:1:;'z~ t;-.~t o'."cr D. ilc-iad a!' t:~e~ there'" '1 "0 "'c '! 
The C~hD.:3if:; of policy '.~ AS~"'~ 1:1 "'''.ort~ !.Z as it h~5 bcc~ !:or 't.":c 
e"t.'lte:; to play in t~~ ··e~tc-., 't:>~c-·-I"·.c. "'n ~" -.:"~""-::7.""d. CO"'C;" t of' n :.,-... ~~ 
'O~-..cc :!.:1 that !'cr:1on~ hO'~'r::-VC"'1 t" .... ~ccc ... t "''"?'':' '-'\':'" Io!";'" :'l'''Cf' .. ", 1'-t:" ':0 
""J!tiL:.teral diplO!"'lcy o.'":d 0-:. ho·· to !"l~ -";~~ '"In (,~'"I:;:::::'an 0-1" cc:-rcrc" "-:1 a~"c"" 
.... 'J.tually bene~ic"!.al relnt:!.o!'!sh:l,:p:; . Ir. nuc'h 1\ co"'co:>pt, too, ! ""auld "'1,' nk ....... f),:. 
.... e ..... ou!d ho.vc c.trcady rovcd to ':r:; to "': :loti ....... r ...... '12. ... - d' ..... lo-:l, .. ;.c !'''lo:+::o!'~ 
to ,tabiliz:ns the s!.t'-''ltion ''": '''"1-:0 . 
T1".at eourzc ..... auld o.l!;o b", "the bc .. t '~''''J to ?c~,it '"I -I"in~l re"al'J:':ia;'! 
of doubts concerning tht:' still ..,:','"I':in<:-; ir act:on rl.!:; f'. result of the Tncochin!O!. 
" ... r . It is not l'. suffic1e:-lt o.n:-o'.,rr::-r to ""h", t':'~o:'<,;';'':o!'! o:!' their !,n.tc to nrocle.;:. ... 
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over c!l.d ovcr agai!'l. OUI natioI".al cancer :"! or to !::c:::or1alize our sr-Pe.thy . f'o~ 
is there el".y real contribution to the pC?ce of n!nd 0-:: the fa..,~lie:; o~ the 
.... ,t~ll Missing in de~and.inf) ".Ii":.h ""ords ','hat c.:ln~ot be obtained 1I'!. the ab$e~ce 
of diplo~~tic contact . That course, in ry judv~ent, borders on ne.king a 
~olltlcal nockery of hUT..:ln heartaches . 
It is ti.~e to get fir.,'!l answers 0'1 the ~::rA r s . It is tl~e to find o'.;"t 
... ·hat can be found out and then to let tre delld reet in peace . It is repre:"el". -
eibIc in the extreme to treat t~c ",ur casualties of this nation as '~argai:1ine 
chlpn " of diplo:OAcy or the :!?a;..rr.s of poli tic~ . 
In any design for c:::-o.blc PCc.cc, :. t I:; elsa t~e to drop ti':e approach 
· .. !'Iich led us into the 1::.1sadvcnture in Indochl!lo. and into t'NO decades of alie!'..ll -
'";ion as regards the people o~ C1-:.i:1C. . It -ts t·-~ t~ discQ.!"d the ass".L-.;:r~io!'l tr"t 
-:h!s na.tio!'l's pO'.,re!" is St~cr. 0.0:; "':ooe able to cont:--ol t~e :!'l.OAt of e ...... en'ts on t~~ 
Asian "''lir.land . Viet )~nr. ~ho'..:':"d. ::a.vc ~c.o:! d(''!r ":ha.'t ou'" e.bi:~.ty evc~ to 
~xe;cisc n !"ntional influcnce on t~e affa::--~ o~ 't~at continent is l~~ited . 
"ndl.?"~eorlnr; the point are t::'e ·;·':'.otct1~ yea!"o and. th~ oqu::lnde!"ed :!"csources in 
rlo:-a.lin(,; with China on the basi:; of th~ lon~ -diotc.ne,:, hostility of cold ·..;ar. 
':'he Un::ted statco io, in r.:r juo:;,".crr .. , not an NJ.ia.n pot..;er but 0. mOojo::" 
pc.cifie nntion . The difference is r.orc th.",':1 sr.,,:,:'..ntic . It is the differe!lce 
bct .. ·cen a sensible eeceptc.nce of tf>(! rco.li tic",: of M·ia and the dangc:!"o'.!s 
ill-.l.sionG of ~ili tary ~nipotcnce . It ':5 t~c c;.ii'i'c!"enec betwec"! '",h::lt t:'l.is 
!l,:,.tion eo.:1 reasonably do i'or pe~cc anc:. i'rccdcp: ~nd the serious da~a.gc · ... hieh 
it does to itself · .... hcn it p!"e;,'=les to d.o ,"or~ . 
The outer liMits of o~ '..'..~.::'l.:l."ter::.l :l.:'l.d bilo."tc::cl e.cfc:'l.sein the 
pae:!:"'!.c , b. -:",.y juCe;.lcnt, are ~::tc A!~o,;.t: .. r:".~, Jo.?'ln c...."ld ~hc :'h::'lipp~nes . Ee:lonc. 
t~~t , inso~er as this nat'!.o!'l is co~ecr:'l.~d, th~ enhcnee~ent o~ t~c ~at'!.on's 
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security 1s properly sought in developing :':'.l.ltilc.tera! relationships o!' peace 
and in strengthening bilateral ~ele.tion~hi?s '..;ith Asian GoverI'~'llents) pre .... erably 
those strongly rooted in thei~ O'~ people . In zhort , the projections or the 
military defense of the ~'lestern c?prolJ.ches to th,:" Uni ted st~te:; should be 
CO'1fined to the pacific Ocean . ' .. ;e ought not, as W~ have done, presur.c to extend 
them on to the Asian ~ainland . 
I11ar, in the name of de:'ense , should ',j'e pursue a course which leads 
us militarily into a third ocean, the India,,- Oec:m, and 1 ts edjC'.cent lands . 
":'he first step in that direction, I ::-cgrct to say , has been t!.'.:~~n by the back-
door acquisition of Diego Garcia throt;P,h qucst1on"!.ble lr.adng prC'.ctices . 7he 
developMent of that base is prob301y the ope:'linr: [.U:'l i:'l C. c:ll"?o.ig:1 to ba~ld ,'l!1 
Indian Ocean fleet . ',!hat for? :,':,,-at inte:-ests o:!'" th(' people o~ t:~s nation are 
involved that they should be called on "!:o "[!o.y !'o~ a third -ocean !"lav::? !n trut!1, 
we ~ve neither the ~anpo~er no:- the resourccs to cngc.Sc in nn a~s buiidup in 
the Indian Ocean, 'Hi thout !'1o.ssive i:1cre.:!.ses in ""ede-c.l expenditures . If the 
Diego Garcia boondoggle materializes, '.,'hat ,,'C will have cn.~ncd, in my judgme:1t, 
is not ~reater security for this nation but 0. further w~~kening of our cc.pacity 
to meet the real needs of the American people , 'dc I-:ill have established thc 
nucleus of another massive burden of taxes and inflation . 
One hopeful sign in this sitU1tion is that the Senate on its own 
responsibility and the House in cO:1fer~nce ',;ith the Scm,te, directed that 
appropriatiO:1S for fiscal '76, except for a A250,OOO sc.fecrun;d--on the airfi~ld 
at Diego Garcia --be held of~ ~~til·April 1 . During that period, the P:-esicent 
has been asked to try to neBotiate a settle!'1ent '~'i th the <:;oviet Gnion ·'h.ic~ 
could preclude both powers fro~ establ~shing b~ses in the Indi~~ Oce~n . m~at 
is not much because if '~'e are deter:nined to ',;a.!;te our substnnce, I expect t~at 
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the Russians are not going to help U3 to save it. At least, however, the 
measure does permit a brief period to ~top, look and listen before we proceed 
furthe~ along this course . 
On t'!1c other s::'de o"!: the globe, '"e heve in excess of 500,000 ~ilitary 
persom1el and dependents in ':estern -;urope, thi~ty yca:-s after the end. of' tr.e 
SeCO:1c. 'dorld ':!ar . It is probably the ~ost costly sinc;lc cxpc:--diture for a !'"!O"l-
productive purpose in the Federal budect . ~is enacronistic deployment is a 
relic of "'orld l·rar II e.nd the eo.rly years of' the Cold \'e:r . Hho.tever relevance 
" .• 0 'r''J.y heve once had to the net:!.on'~ scc'lT'i~j' r.::1:3 all but disappeared . Zven 
as an interi~ measure, the U. S . Mili~~ry ccplo~~cnt in Surope has li~tle 
sienificance in its present fo:!"., to the ~c .... ::-c:' "'0-:: e dur,,-ble pee..ee in E\l::-o':)e . 
'~tte~ less does it relate to t~e actual defe~se of t~~t eo~tinent a~ainst an 
invasion from the :8ast . l'everthele~3, the <1rc.in on U. S . roil1 tary :':!~"'!pOlJe~ 
am! U. $ . dollars 1s unabated . I e.:tn only rc::~c~ate whn.t I have oc.id rr.a~y 
t~es over the past dozen years o~ r.O">e : ':'he dc?lo;{r.!ent can "-nd should be 
cut o;ubstantiall y .:tnd unl!ateral~' !n l~r.e '<lit'" the b,te::-ests of ~he 'Jnited 
~t:;l,tcs . It '~'ill not .... eake:1 oU!" defense, i;). ""l"J jud,"TIentj r:lther, ~t · .... ill 
strencthen the nation by lir,htening the bu::-cr:on cn the econo::ty . 
As of lest July, inc1ud~n1 thi~ Europcc.n deplo~ent, we ~~d c. total of 
518,000 ~i1itc.ry personnel over~cac. . I;). add::tion, 31,000 U. 3. citizens ~~Q in 
the neighborhood o~ 150,000 foreiGn ':'l.~tion:l.l::; ~~e!"e e!lgar,cd no:: e::v!.::":'.~'.::~ e:'7loyecs 
_\~ support o~ thesr:' forccs . ?in,\';':.y, T'I'C,COO d('pcndents 0-:- u. ~ . serv:'ce"en 
"eTe oversef:'.s to aeeor.-pg,,'1Y the:!'. ,:10(' tot~.: io:: 1 , 060,000 peoplc, in one !'Or."l 
or (mother stntio~ed abroo.d, paid for by U. g . t .... x-pnycrs, for -,that c.re teJ:"'1ed 
"defense PUrpOCC5 ." ~'ot even :"'er:tio!'. .... d ~,"" b::trG~in-bc.seT:'.ent sales 0:::- r,ifts 0"" 
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If , as t~e Executive Branch contends , the role of world police~zn 
for this nation has been rejected, the!! ... 'here ic t!1c pattern in this vast 
military commitMent abroad? T~e ~act is that there 1s no pattern . 'Jb~t this 
nation has abroad , supports abroad and pror.otcs ubroad , is a c~osite put togeth~r 
out of carry- overs of ',;orld '.I'ar II, the Korean ~·.'ar and the Southeast Asian r.!1s -
adventure . Add to this motley collection, a host o~ random undertakings over a 
period of severe.l decades often fo::, purposes lO:1g since forgot"':.en . Add to it , 
finally , military aid to dozens of countries and vigorous arms ~~rchandising by 
the Defense Departncnt in the n~:'cner of sone L'lttc::- - d:J.y Sir Basil Zaharoff . 
\,'110 is trying to sort out this 1..""::'IC!!.5C.,. disparo.te ~nd eostly conr;lo:!!crllte? 
lNnere is the effort being :!lade to sepa~llte the wheat ~ro~ the ch~ff? The 
wasteful from the necessary? ':{ne!"e a!"e th.,. up -to-dat~ int"sreted strateZic 
concepts into uhich to fit specific:; . S . dC~"1".~e ":l.ctivi tics ab"'oac.? m:"le e.~s· .... e!"" 
to these questions have yet to be st:.pplied . ':'h'!':; >r.ust be forthC~::':1G · ':':"le~t 
are, in ~ jud.e;:lent , an absolute requisite both for the restor.'ltion 01" the 
U. S . eeonom'y and for an effective U. c" . con .... rib'~tion to peaee on earch in 
the 'years nhead . 
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